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Editor’s Introduction  

Dr. Jonathan Greenaway 

What is Gothic studies today? From a professional standpoint, the discipline thrives, with 
ever-more academics and students drawn to the study of all things dark. It was not ever 
thus of course. Indeed, the Gothic was a scandal – a determinedly low-brow genre, a 
footnote to the aesthetic development of the novel and thus to study such a field was 
something of a waste of time – the Gothic was too base, too unserious to be worthy of 
serious consideration. Thankfully, this response has seemingly died away, confined to the 
occasional column in the Daily Mail or other conservative propaganda websites. 

The Dark Arts Journal is another sign of the growth of the Gothic, in both its scope and 
importance. In an era where the virtual has become ever more Real and more thoroughly 
woven into the fabric of daily life, where technology has advanced at a dizzying pace and 
the spectral forces of neoliberal capitalism commodifies every aspect of life ever more 
completely, Dark Arts 3.1 serves to highlight the essential role of the body. It is to the body 
that we return throughout this issue. Rachid M’Rabty highlights the libertine philosophy 
of the Marquis de Sade, finding in the physical excesses that de Sade details a model of 
political nihilism and transgression that demands our attention as we seek ways of 
resisting the annihilationist forces of contemporary capitalism. It is the same capitalism 
that would seek to turn history itself into a product, transforming the horrors and violence 
of the past into a purchased experience. Alicia Edwards explores this intersection in her 
case study of one of the many “Ripper tours” that occupy London. Violence and 
transgression become part of the narrative we accept about the urban environment. In her 
piece, Jessica Janeiro Obernyer explores the urban environment through three tales, 
tracing the ways in which the home and the city have been moulded by, and respond to a 
haunted and troubled subjectivity. It is the idea of consciousness that John Sharples turns 
to, tracing the cultural presentation of the automaton Chess player which re-emerges 
throughout history, embodying concerns and anxieties around the human and our 
relationship with technology. With technology threatening the role of the human, perhaps 
there is now little that separates us from the monsters who populate Gothic texts. Claudia 
Bubke examines the ways in which the distinction between the human and the monster 
has become ever more unstable in some of the most popular examples of the 
contemporary vampire text. 

Dark Arts then continues to demonstrate the importance of examining this ever more 
hybridized and proliferating cultural form whilst at the same time allowing new and 
emerging voices the time and space to provide us new ways of examining the darkest 
reaches of the cultural imagination. Finally, the DAJ would not exist without the hard 
work of many hands, but particular thanks to the Dark Arts reviews editor, Dr Richard 
Gough Thomas, without whom the journal would not continue to survive. We’re 
committed to continuing and building on the work done in the first three years – more 
reviews will continue to be uploaded and DAJ 3.2 will be our first ever special edition. 
Thank you to all the contributors and the readers who have made this such a success so 
far. 

#GothsAssemble 
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The Libertine Writings of the Marquis de Sade  

Rachid M'Rabty 

Readdressing the value and impact of the controversial ‘libertine’ writings of Donatien 
Alphonse Fran François, Marquis de Sade (1740—1814) is the subject of this 
investigation. While the term ‘Sadean’ is now common in the cultural imagination, 
conjuring the grotesque – freakish, bizarre, abhorrent – and extreme images of sex and 
violence, the man himself was an especially confounding and controversial figure – 
even by the standards of the Eighteenth-Century French aristocratic elite. Avoiding 
being weighed down by his personal criminal and degenerate reputation; I instead 
insist in the following that our focus on Sade respond only to his works and fictions, 
and in particular, Philosophy in the Bedroom.1 As Georges Bataille confirms, there is no 
more fruitless task than to take Sade at his word, or to read him literally.2 In response, 
this paper casts any lingering inclination towards realism or the literal aside, 
confronting Sade’s novel as I believe we must, as a darkly fantastic, highly satirical and 
subversive satires of political, philosophical and existential transgression that 
undermines any pre-existing moral presuppositions as a baseless fallacy. In doing so, I 
elaborate on a philosophical/ethical position of absolute negation and rejection of 
establishment values which is eerily familiar when read against our twenty-first 
century western culture that so readily fails to live up to our defining moral propensity 
for optimism. 

For Albert Camus, Sade may well have been ‘the first theoretician of absolute 
rebellion’, his writings indicative of his standing as the archetypal political rebel and 
early nihilistic propagator, in which he articulated a ‘monstrous dream’ and materialist 
vision of humanity acting out their nature.3 Bataille describes Sade as ‘a monster, 
obsessed by the idea of an impossible liberty’, and Attarian describes him as a nihilistic 
writer of ‘demonic genius’, whose works of literature ‘presented for the first time, a 
philosophy of nihilism, and illustrated all its evil consequences and implications’.4 
While the task of measuring the extent of the ‘evil’ and its consequences within the 
fiction of Sade is an interesting and fraught proposition, both do intricately describe a 
writer who is complex, confounding and unsettling to read. Sadean literary 
transgression pushes ‘the boundaries of what is humanly/inhumanly’ possible, to 
ascertain a sexual or affirmative gratification and admonish religious, political and 
social authority via a violent and horrific fascination with the obscene.5  

Of Sade’s vast corpus of work, which ranges from his letters, theatre, short Gothic 
fictions, historical novels and pamphlets, it is his openly libertine novels which are 

                                                 
1 The Marquis De Sade, Philosophy in the Bedroom, or The Immoral Mentors, trans. Joachim 
Neugroschel, (London: Penguin Books, 2006 [1795]). Henceforth referred to in the abbreviated 
Philosophy. 
2 Georges Bataille, Literature and Evil (London: Penguin 2007 [1973]), p. 93. 
3 Albert Camus, The Rebel, trans. by Anthony Bower (London: Penguin, 2013 [1951]), pp. 14—25. 
4 Bataille, Literature and Evil, p. 91; John Attarian, ‘Dostoyevsky vs. the Marquis de Sade’, Modern Age, 
fall (2004), 342—351, (p. 351); (p. 342). 
5 John Phillips, How to Read Sade (London: Granta, 2005) p. 65. 
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routinely held in critical regard as the most overtly ‘authentic’ of his writings.6 
Throughout his ‘libertine’ texts,7 Sade pushed the ‘politically and socially subversive 
possibilities of pornography to their furthest possible extreme’ to annihilate any 
presupposed belief in limits (be those the limits of behaviour, or religious and secular 
pragmatism, and of course, of the human body itself) in search of a new form of 
radicalism or otherness.8 His literature, I argue, consequently demonstrates a value – 
in speculative terms, rather than in literal terms – for horrific excess as a motivating 
political and subjective factor undermining convention, and re-establishing the 
individual as apart and free from oppressive establishment values, taboos and morals. 
Rather than the simple breaking of laws, then, the acts committed by the Sadean 
literary figures throughout Philosophy resist and bypass arbitrary tensions of good and 
evil, right and wrong, legal and illegal. In doing so, they importantly take a spiteful 
stand to establish their own society of libertinage, premised on the primacy of desire 
and its fulfilment at whatever cost. 

Sade’s literary reputation has been subject of fierce debate over the years, revered and 
chastised, his literature supposedly demonstrates his influential status as nihilist, 
sexologist, psychopathologist, revolutionary, conservative, ethicist and even feminist.9 
Simone de Beauvoir famously recovers and positions Sade at the forefront of modern 
Western critical thought in her influential essay, ‘Must We Burn Sade?’ Herein, de 
Beauvoir argues that despite his obvious flaws, Sade deserves some credit for his 
courageous and aggressive critical exposure of the self-interest and hypocrisy 
underlying modern intellectual thought and politics.10 Angela Carter, also, vociferously 
redeems the feminine in Sade’s writings arguing that Sade – subverting a cultural 
inclination to shelter and control its women –liberated his female libertine characters. 
In a move to be lauded, Sade foregrounded female sexual desire and the propensity for 
deviance and violence, transgressing the commonly held presumption at the time of a 
woman’s submissive, repressed role as little else than mother or daughter.11 His writing 
has also contributed to a noticeable shift from a classical to a modern intellectual 
epoch in his man-centred materialism, in the pre-empting of themes which would 
occupy the likes of Freud, such as the foregrounding of unconscious desires and an 
early engagement with Freud’s latterly dubbed ‘pleasure principle’, and forthright 
rejection of Religion as the moral and existential compass. As a thematically ‘modern’ 

                                                 
6 Will McMorran, ‘Behind the Mask? Sade and the Cent Vingt Journeés de Sodome’, The Modern 
Language Review, 108:4 (2013), 1121—1134 (p. 1121). 
7 The 120 Days of Sodom (1785), Justine, or the Misfortunes of Virtue (1791), Philosophy in the Bedroom 
(1795), and Juliette (1797—1801). 
8 Lynn Hunt, ‘Pornography and the French Revolution’, The Invention of Pornography, ed. Hunt (New 
York, Zone Books, 1996), 301—39 (p. 330); John Phillips, ‘Obscenity Off the Scene: Sade’s La Philosophy 
dans le Boudoir’, The Eighteenth Century, 53.2 (2012), 163—74 (p. 163). 
9 See, for example: Michael Foucault. ‘A Preface to Transgression’, in Language, Counter-Memory, 
Practice: Selected Essays and Interviews, ed. and trans. Donald F. Bouchard, (Ithaca, NY: Cornell 
University Press, 1977) 29—52. J. Larson, ‘Albert Camus’ Caligula and the Philosophy of the Marquis de 
Sade’, Philosophy and Literature, 37: 2 (2013), 360—373. Maria Vara, ‘Gothic Permutations from the 1790s 
to the 1970s: Rethinking the Marquis de Sade’s Legacy’, in Avril Horner and Sue Zlosnik (eds) Le Gothic, 
(New York: Palgrave, 2008) 100—115. Angela Carter, The Sadeian Woman (London: Virago Pres, 1979). 
10 Simone de Beauvoir, ‘Must We Burn Sade?’ in The Marquis de Sade: An Essay (New York: Grove Press, 
1953) 
11 Angela Carter, The Sadeian Woman (London: Virago Pres, 1979). 
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writer in much of the sense, Sade’s fiction examined subjects who had turned from 
God (and even in the Nietzschean sense ‘killed’ him) and who instead look inward, 
foregrounding the fraught condition of the human subject and in doing so, certain 
factions in criticism have long since lauded him as ‘one of the first powerful voices of a 
secular and ultimately more democratic modern world.’12 Sade’s literature offered a 
model of ‘integrat[ing] the subterranean and the aboveground, often using sexuality as 
a carnality as a meeting place between the two’.13 His influence on literature since the 
Eighteenth-century is pronounced, with satirists and transgressive authors since, 
particularly, demonstrating a certain Sadean continuity in their integration of the 
acceptable and the unacceptable, their mistrust and scepticism towards authority and 
grand narratives and their ‘liberal’ approach to violence. 

Today, as failing establishment politics are increasingly under threat by right-wing 
populism, violent fundamentalism and the increasing failure of our political groups to 
secure and promote liberal values, it is I think necessary to reconsider Sade’s satirical, 
fantastical and horrific libertine novel, Philosophy, which achieves what is so often 
lacking in intellectual and radical discourses. As Barthes states, the Sadean text: 

forms the basis of a social autarchy. Once shut in, the libertines, their 
assistants, and their subjects form a total society, endowed with an economy, a 
morality, a language, and a time articulated into schedules, [labours], and 
celebrations. Here, as elsewhere, the enclosure permits the system, i.e., the 
imagination.14[14] 

Sade’s fiction articulates and explores the highly speculative, if not altogether 
impossible, fantasy of absolute negation and abandon of morality, the establishment 
and the political to invigorate a sense of purpose to human life, which is otherwise 
rendered as a nullity. Sade wrote in the shadow of the French Revolution, wherein 
revolutionary and anti-establishment ideals were being violently pursued and the 
oppressed revolted against a self-serving, conspiratorial elite.15 Sade’s speculative 
experiments in grotesque and subversive free-thinking seem particularly timely today, 
capturing a spirit of radical and rebellious energy that many crave within our own 
period of increasing social and political upheaval, mounting discontent and vitriol 
against governing elites, and the threat of politically and economically motivated 
fundamentalist terror and violence. Extracting a philosophy of political and subjective 
pessimism from Sade is necessary, firstly because within a cultural landscape of 
increasing cynicism and discontent towards ruling elites and the intellectual, 
neoliberal values that sustain our western societies, the desire for an alternative which 
reinvigorates our sense of existential satisfaction is ever more pronounced. Phillips 

                                                 
12 John Phillips, ‘Introduction’ in The Marquis de Sade, Justine, or the Misfortunes of Virtue, trans. by 
John Phillips (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012 [1791]), p. xxxiii. 
13 Robin Mookerjee, Transgressive Fiction: The New Satiric Tradition, (Houndmills: Palgrave Macmillan, 
2013), p. 11. 
14 Roland Barthes. Sade – Fourier – Loyola, trans. by Richard Miller, (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1989), p. 17. 
15 For an engaging overview and reconsideration of the values and violence of the French Revolution see 
Sophie Wahnich, In Defence of the Terror: Liberty or Death in the French Revolution, (London: Verso, 
2012). 
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highlights that the importance of Sade’s Philosophy is that it displaces philosophy 
‘from the mind to the body’, and in doing so secures a political gravity and impact in 
the offending, transgressive bodies.16 The result being, that within Sade’s novel, the 
speculative pursuit of an existential and ‘ethical’ alternative is confounded in, and 
firmly linked to, a dark and grotesque fantasy of political subversion and subjective 
admonishment. 

II. 

Philosophy presents the story of the teenager, Eugénie’s ‘education’ in libertine 
practice and philosophy by a willing and despicable combination of both Madame De 
Saint-Ange, and the renowned libertine Dolmancé. As with so much art, whose 
intention it is to shock their audience, to challenge the complacencies and coordinates 
of their moral limits, we must look beyond the detestable aesthetics evoked by the 
transgressive and horrific literature of Sade. Instead, to gain anything meaningful from 
the reading of Sade’s fantasies, we must be attentive to the intellectual disregard and 
subversion of morals that take place and consider the speculative justification that 
Sade’s characters posit in their quest for pleasure through pain. 

Sade’s contribution to both Eighteenth-century and contemporary thought and 
literature is to be found in the theoretical and critical implications of his literature’s 
transgression. Sade’s contribution towards transgressive thought and literature reflects 
his status as both ‘a rebel and an iconoclast’, that is, as someone unafraid to speak out 
against establishment authority and religious doctrine, and against the ‘entrenched 
and oppressive theism of his society and the threat posed by the concept of a deity to 
intellectual freedom’.17[17] While rape, murder, urophilia, coprophilia and mutilation 
are far from conventional models to guide the fantasies of revolutionary thinker, 
Sade’s libertine mentors and their protégé confront each throughout without abandon 
in their determination to undermine social and cultural limits. In Philosophy, he 
launches his protagonists into scenarios wherein taboos are transgressed to extremity 
as a pathway towards, and demonstration of individual freedom, counter to and in 
spite of all that is political and theocratic. In the introduction to Justine, Phillips 
further emphasises this, arguing that Sade’s darkly transgressive literature: 

[F]earlessley explores the darker side of human nature, from which most of us 
would prefer to avert our gaze: the objectification of human beings, the utter 
selfishness of lust, the tyranny of an ego unfettered by laws or lacking the 
humanizing influences of socialization. Sade’s exposure of the sexual motive 
that frequently lies behind human corruption and crime, of sexual sadism that 
drives so much violence in human history, is a valuable message that bears 
repeating today.18  

                                                 
16 Phillips, in Sade (2012), p. 164. 
17 John Phillips, The Marquis De Sade: A Very Short Introduction, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005) 
p. 42. 
18 The Marquis de Sade, Justine, or the Misfortunes of Virtue, trans. by John Phillips, (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2012 [1791]), pp. xxxi—xxxii. 
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In their active pursuit of pleasure at all costs, Sade’s libertines posit pleasure, and the 
immediacy of ascertaining this pleasure as their sole raison d'être. At the beginning of 
Philosophy, Madame De Saint-Ange declares it her intention, as a ‘modern’ thinker 
and libertine to pervert Eugénie, ‘to overthrow all the false principles that have 
benumbed her mind.’19 Morals, virtues and laws are, for the mentors, worthless 
chimeras with no relation to a material, or natural-law – indeed for Dolmancé, the 
preeminent and most visionary libertine in the text, ‘there is no action, however 
bizarre you may picture it, that is truly criminal; or one that can really be called 
virtuous.’20 From the very outset Sade’s libertines make it their intention to take the 
young and virtuous Eugénie beyond the limits of her moral temperament and expose 
her to the world-as-they-see-it, stripped of all chimerical institutions, to expose the 
hypocrisy of the civilised world, and demonstrate the prodigious effect of deviation 
and indecency.21 To confirm this, Chevalier, in one instance, extolls on his listeners, his 
vison of a (semi-coherent) politics that permits the expression of the more despicable 
aspects of humanity when he explains: 

If a man is not given the secret possibility of exhaling the dose of tyranny that 
nature has put at the bottom of his heart, then he will be forced to take out his 
frustration on the beings that surround him, and he will imperil the state. If 
you wish to avoid this danger, you must allow the free development of those 
authoritarian urges, which, notwithstanding, torment him endlessly.22  

Similar, and even more extreme sermons in transgression are extolled by Dolmancé, 
who argues that laws confounding access to pleasure in and through destruction are 
proven void by nature itself: ‘Doesn’t it verify that the two of them are so thoroughly 
interlinked and interlocked that neither can possibly proceed without the other, that 
nothing can be born, nothing can be regenerated without destruction?’ He asks.23 
Hence, ‘destruction is as much a law of nature as creation.’24 

As the novel progresses, Eugénie begins to submit to their teachings: [I]f we grant [the 
imagination] the freedom to transgress the ultimate boundaries prescribed by religion, 
decency, humanity, virtue—indeed, all our alleged duties—’, she muses; ‘then 
wouldn’t the deviations of our imaginations be prodigious?’25 In her active pursuit of 
pleasure she is stripped bare, in the flesh and mind: She is firstly stripped of her many 
values and beliefs, her imagination is then routinely filled by her mentors with 
libertine ideals, before they each take it in turn and readily fill her, physically, in 
uncomfortable and laughable scenes depicting orgies wherein she is introduced to the 
pleasures and corporeal sensations of sexual excess and pain. In so doing, Sade’s 
libertines posit pleasure, and the immediacy of ascertaining carnal and destructive 
pleasures as their sole activity of any value or meaning to the human being, contrary 

                                                 
19 Sade, Philosophy, p. 9. 
20 Sade, Philosophy, p. 31. 
21 Sade, Philosophy, p. 51. 
 
22 Sade, Philosophy, p. 126. 
23 Sade, Philosophy p. 85. 
24 Sade, Philosophy, p. 85. 
25 Sade, Philosophy, p. 48. 
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to cultural, juridical and political norms that limit and control an individual’s ability to 
fulfil such urges. Underpinning the libertine transgressive and subversive doctrine is 
the recognition that humankind is the base product of a cruel nature in which nothing 
destructive could or should be considered a crime, as destruction itself is a part of the 
natural law of being. As previously mentioned, to savour any pleasure wherever it can 
be found within this cruel world, is therefore, for the immoral mentors, the only 
‘virtue’ worthy of consideration. 26 For the true liberties, nothing or no one matters, as 
ultimately, all human beings are considered ‘as an absolute nullity’, except in the 
pursuit of an egotistical sense of pleasure through pain and transgression.27 
Transgressions, throughout Philosophy, akin to those previously eluded to, are 
committed by persons fully aware and in control of their actions. Indeed, being aware 
for their actions is what distinguishes them as radical and subversive as opposed to 
being simply base or degenerate, their actions spitefully contravene conventional logic 
and pre-existing morals as their aim. Self-awareness of their perversions of reason and 
the acceptable, be it of sex or politics, make the libertines transgressions all the more 
horrific and radical, as the offending subjects further other and separate themselves 
from society. 

It is not then, simply, the violence or perversions of his libertine characters (both of 
which will be looked at in more detail in the following), which Sade utilised to 
extremity to distress the sensibilities of the reader. It is also important to our 
understanding of Philosophy that, the likes of Dolmancé, Eugénie and Madame de 
Saint-Ange so wilfully accept and submit to these behaviours that undermine the 
cultural and intellectual environment premised on, as Chevalier extolls, religion, 
monarchy and baseless moral values. The immoral teachers and their subject instead 
reject, and even subvert ‘God-centred spiritualty’, in their advocating of a radical 
‘Man-centred materialism’ and a spiritualty premised on the attainment of bodily and 
natural impulses and desires in a new vision of a perverse ethical absolutism.28 The 
impact of the sustained attacks that Sade’s literatures inflict against the reader’s 
sensibilities cannot be understated, and demonstrate that Sade is much more than a 
writer of abhorrent sexual and violent fantasies. Indeed, the negation of morality, the 
coalescing of pleasure and pain highlights the unspoken or hidden subjective fantasies 
of power, desire and violence which affect human psychology, and also to reflect on 
and critique the flagrant abuses and hypocrisy of oppressive institutions. For 
Dolmancé, ‘there is no action, however bizarre you may picture it, that is truly 
criminal’.29 His actions therefore, like Chevalier’s politics – which we shall come to in 
part III – are guided by an outright rejection and repudiation of all ethics and laws 
premised on a dominant theism and ‘abstract fright of the tortures of hell’, which they 
argue has ‘caused many heinous crimes, but never prevented a single one’.30 No more 

                                                 
26 Sade, Philosophy, p. 51. 
27 Sade, Philosophy, p. 153. 
28 Sade, Justine, p. xxxiii. 
29 Sade, Philosophy, p. 31 
30 Sade, Philosophy, p. 111. 
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Gods, Chevalier exclaims, ‘if you do not want their catastrophic dominion to quickly 
plunge you back into the horrors of despotism’.31[31] 

III. 

After the troubling subversion of norms and morals, what most jars the reader of Sade 
are the scenes of grotesque horror. The grotesque, particularly in terms of bodies, 
reflects a fantastical and satirical conjoining of excess and horror that ‘forces us to 
question what it means to be human’.32 Throughout Philosophy, bodies are interlocked 
in excessive, corpulent and coital shapes wherein multiple bodies merge and contort 
into one another in a grotesque spectacle of violence, sex, corpulence and sensation. 
The libertines copulate, eat, drink and abuse one another in elaborate rituals that 
overtly transgress all pre-established Eighteenth-century sexual and behavioural 
norms and boundaries. Through their sexual behaviour, the libertines demonstrate 
their commitment to a way of life that subverts all of the norms of their society and set 
them apart as morally and politically autonomous, abject beings. Such scenes, again, 
benefit from a reading that plays up the satirical, fantastical and pathological elements 
as Sade’s characters exceed and annihilate increasingly uncanny bodies, pushing 
bodies beyond their limits to provoke a kind of esoteric and sublime state of being. 
One of the more unforgettable scenes which evidences this in Philosophy is the scene 
wherein the teachers and their protégé, Eugénie, attack Eugénie’s self-righteous 
mother, Madame de Mistival, taking out their frustrations against the establishment 
through the abuse of her body and corruption of her morals. 

Firstly, the libertines admonish a forlorn Madame de Mistival for her religious values 
and her ignorance toward their subversive, radical and antithetical values: 

You told her that fucking was a sin, whereas it is actually the greatest joy in life. 
You wanted to teacher her mores as if a girl’s happiness weren’t the product of 
debauchery and immorality, as if the happiest of all women weren’t 
incontestably the one who wallows most in filth and libertinage, the one who 
best defies all prejudices, and who gives less of a damn about her reputation!33  

While abusing the morals of Madame de Mistival, Sade’s immoral mentors voice their 
extreme anger at what they perceive as an indefensible hypocrisy and abuse of power 
of the provincial establishment values. That they consider ‘filth and libertinage’ to be 
the most sought-after states of being, theirs is not just a transgression of values and 
limits, but a thoroughgoing dialectical subversion wherein low and high become 
displaced. Indeed, in so doing they re-establish the ‘ethical’ and existential parameters 
of human conduct and philosophy and take it upon themselves to be the extrajudicial 
exponents of this philosophy, punishing the unlucky Madame for her crimes against 
their subversive sensibilities: 

                                                 
31 Sade, Philosophy, p. 117. 
32 Justin D. Edwards, and Rune Graulund, Grotesque (London: Routledge, 2013). 
 
33 Sade, Philosophy, p. 163. 
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Listen, slut, I’m going to teach you some manners! . . . You are a victim sent 
here by your husband! You must suffer your fate! Nothing can save you! . . . 
What will it be? I don’t know! Perhaps you’ll be hanged, broken on the wheel, 
torn with pincers, burned alive. The choice of your torture depends on your 
daughter; she will issue the verdict. But you will suffer you slut! Oh, no! you 
won’t be immolated until you endure an infinity of torments! As for your 
yelling, I warn you: it’s useless!34  

The punishment then intensifies, as Eugénie subjects her mother to a violent and 
prolonged rape that demonstrates all she has learned on her ‘thorny road of vice’.35 
The rape culminates with Dolmancé paying a servant with syphilis to rape her and 
having Eugénie ‘sew up’ her mother’s orifices that the ‘poison remains concentrated’ 
and trapped within her.36  

Evident in scenes enacting the antithetic values of his libertines against bodies that 
represent the aspects of Eighteenth-century French culture which Sade was so averse 
to, Sade rebels against the predominant cultural and intellectual tracts of his time. 
While in his life he lived out some libertine fantasies, his writing demonstrates that 
the pathway designated by the libertines is a problematic and unresolved one. As is 
the case within effective transgressive satires, politics, values and any sense of stability 
in an overarching intellectual or moral position are destabilised and become the 
subject of fierce critique and contention. Sade’s Philosophy is no different. The 
disjunction between the violent, nihilistic libertine values of Dolmancé, for example, 
and the more optimistic values of his more politically-minded peer, Chevalier, elude to 
this.37 In having such diametrically opposed views and politics aired throughout 
Philosophy, and also, in having such views so vociferously fought and critiqued 
throughout the text and indeed its politics and ethical position cannot be so readily 
pinpointed. 

Through his engagement with horror and subversion of all values, Sadean literature 
can be read as the literature of a radical, even spiteful challenge against establishment 
– be that the monarchical and aristocratic, or post-revolutionary. Throughout his 
controversial career, Sade avoided positioning himself totally on either side of the 
revolution, ultimately his scepticism towards politics and law, outweighed his sense of 
passion for, or enthusiastic belief in any political option open to the French people in 
the late Eighteenth-century. This is further highlighted in Sade’s satirical critique of 
Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s discourses on liberty and equality, and the violence of 
Robespierre that characterized the revolution in ‘Frenchmen, Some More Effort If You 
Wish To Become Republicans’.38 This incorporated pamphlet is at once, highly 
sceptical of the monarchy, of the aristocracy and of religion, but fails to articulate any 
kind of rational alternative, except to lavish platitudes on a paradoxical, ‘ethical’ brand 
of libertinism that demands the reversal of all moral systems. Contemporary audiences 

                                                 
34 Sade, Philosophy, p. 165. 
35 Sade, Philosophy, p. 167 
36 Sade, Philosophy, pp. 170—1 
37 Sade, Philosophy, pp. 149—50. 
38 Sade, Philosophy, pp. 105—49. 
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who are left reeling or disaffected by current political affairs and pessimistic sense that 
the political option has so far failed to bring about the kind of freedoms, liberty and 
equality so wholeheartedly desired, may to some extent sympathize and possibly 
identify with Sade’s satirical tone and pessimism here. When challenged to defend the 
libertine vision, in the face of both the most entrenched dogmatism of 18th century, 
and also, as recalled in Chevalier’s critique, Dolmancé extorts his vision for humanity 
premised on the nihilistic compulsion to destroy the intellectual basis of modern 
culture and recalls a desire for excessive mores and the negation of politics in pursuit 
of a sense of affirmative immediacy based on material eroticism. This, however, leaves 
no room for compassion, for ethical conduct or for equality. The scepticism towards 
politics and the libertine philosophical and political alternative are addressed to a 
certain extent by Chevalier, who demands Dolmancé recognise the hypocrisy and 
cruelty of his nihilism and unilateral commitment to material values as a dialectically-
sustained, aristocratic privilege: ‘How different would those principles be’, he asks: 

[I]f you were deprived of your immense fortune, which enables you to satisfy 
your passions relentlessly. […] When your body, exhausted from lust, rests 
drowsily on featherbeds, take a look at their bodies; they are stooped from the 
labor that keeps you alive. […] You barbarian! Are they not human beings like 
you? And since they resemble you, why must you enjoy while they suffer?39  

Again, the abuse of others is, for Dolmancé, justifiable if it brings an individual closer 
to the fulfillment of their desire, which is for the libertine the purpose of one’s being. 
Moreover, pain is here at the forefront of affirmation and pleasure in Sadean 
discourse, and destruction is both necessary and to be sought out as both a natural 
and justified, necessary act: ‘[T]he more active repercussion of pain on us determines, 
far more swiftly and far more energetically, the direction the animal drives must take 
for turning into sexual delight’.40  

IV. 

The law and establishment values are, for Sade’s libertine mentors, solely purposed in 
denying pleasure, which gives meaning to otherwise worthless lives and is the only 
essential, existential truism that should be extolled, and herein we confront one of 
Sade’s most pertinent transgressive observations. The law, and indeed also, any 
recognisably jurisprudent political or moral establishment finds itself in a perpetual 
conflict with human self-interest, impeding mankind from the fulfillment of his or her 
desire and as result should be negated and/or dismantled. The wise man, Dolmancé 
states, foregrounding Nietzsche’s political nihilism by around three-quarters of a 
century, is the transgressive individual par excellence, an almost Übermensch-like 
character who ‘scorns’ the establishment and ‘protects himself against [its] laws’.41  

His satirical tone, grotesque imagery and subversion of all values, including the 
libertine values exposed by his characters, adds to our sense that Sade was something 

                                                 
39 Sade, Philosophy p. 150. 
40 Sade, Philosophy, p. 153. 
41 Sade, Philosophy, p. 97. 
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of an unstable, conflictual, unconventional, and radical author, who wrote neither to 
castigate nor to confer any kind of sexual and social politics, but to force his readers to 
confront the darker, extreme and affirmative possibilities of human desire and 
transgression. Sade’s skill as a subversive writer is not necessarily in his ability to 
imagine the pornographic, of which there is a longstanding fascination and aptitude 
for in French literature,42 nor is it found in his vision of a viable political or social 
alternative. Instead, Sade’s importance is evident in readings that foreground his 
ability to undermine and subvert the discourses and ideals which constitute his own 
culture and the individual subjects (himself included) in ultimately nihilistic and even 
spiteful ways. 

Echoing the pre- and post-French revolutionary sentiment against which Sade wrote, 
we can discern a similar disconnect between the establishment values that govern our 
everyday lives, and the existential demands for greater opportunities, freedoms and 
equality of the individual.  As the oft repeated adage goes: ‘it is easier to imagine the 
end of the world than the end of capitalism’, and so it can be attributed that the 
difficulty facing the revolutionary or radical writer today is one of the scope of their 
imagination.43 Indeed, this notion is further echoed by Žižek who asserts the need for 
a left politics that engages with the hidden and obscene underside of a repressive, 
capitalist rule of law.44 However, fantasies that necessarily negate or abandon the 
socio-political and economic givens of the contemporary and establish a new politics 
or practices of social conduct in the manner of which is achieved by Sade are 
invariably rare. Today’s radical writers are often skeptical of politics but can rarely 
imagine a viable or universally appealing alternative because more often than not, they 
cannot fantasise an ideal that is free of ethical and moral constraint. Sade’s satirical 
and transgressive novel, however, demonstrates precisely this fantasy. As 
demonstrated in the actions of immoral mentors, Philosophy calls for the 
establishment of a new form of existential understanding in the wake of the 
dissolution of values, premised not on optimism or virtue, but on a cold and pragmatic 
rationality and desire for pleasure with immediacy. When all values are subverted, the 
burden of meaning falls from lofty abstracts and institutions into the hands of the 
cynical individual subject whose raison d'être is the realization of their most perverse 
and base desires in the immediacy of the material world. Sade’s dark libertine fiction 
holds its value today, because in its undermining of authority and politics, and in the 
violent and grotesque abuse of bodies, the text echoes a presently relevant pessimistic 
tone that sees very little cause for optimism in politics, nor in humanity. Pushing 
fantasy to its darker limits, neither condoning or admonishing the libertines, Sade’s 
Philosophy presents a grotesque satire of human lives lived freely and in spite of 

                                                 
42 The Libertine novel was a well-established genre in the pre-revolutionary French literary scene even 
before Sade. The Libertine novel was often sexually explicit, obscene and as such became closely 
associated with pornography, although the genre increasingly took on a more political agenda in the 
run up to the revolution, critiquing the monarchy and church, for example. Since Sade, a number of 
other have written in a fashion directly linked to these transgressive/pornographic precursors, including 
the likes of Guillaume Apollinaire, Georges Bataille and trances are noticeable in Antonin Artaud’s 
‘theatre of cruelty’. 
43 Fredric Jameson, ‘Future City’, New Left Review. 21(May-June), 2003. Internet. 
<https://newleftreview.org/II/21/fredric-jameson-future-city> [accessed 25 Feb, 2017]. 
44 Slavoj Žižek. Welcome to the Desert of the Real! (London: Verso, 2002). 
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society. In so doing, the novel poses an intellectual challenge to the disgruntled 
contemporary reader who is similarly driven by their own political and existential 
dissatisfaction, to reimagine fantasies of the negation of all contemporary moral and 
political proclivities. In doing so, the contemporary reader, like Sade, may experience 
the seeming impossibility that is the fantasy of freedom and radical alternative to the 
status quo, premised in the transgression and subversion of all chimerical authority. 
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On How Modernity Conquers the American Gothic: New Psychological Spaces  

Jessica Janeiro Obernyer  

Upon approaching the subject of the American Gothic short story, one encounters 

diverse places in which the narratives take place: different geographies, cartographies 

and spaces that define the atmosphere of the stories themselves. To map these stories 

would mean to wander through hectic full-grown cities and intimate households. 

These new cartographies stray away from the traditional Gothic settings of the 

eighteenth century, such as the castle, the dungeon or the dark forest, intertwining 

psychology and geography. It is the mind of the characters within the texts that 

defines and even modifies the space. Furthermore, it is only through the character’s 

mind that the reader visualizes the setting. Therefore, space becomes subjective and 

psychological, and the boundaries between reality and unreality are constantly 

trespassed. The houses and cities represented in the stories appear to reflect the 

character’s state of mind through the colours of the buildings or the walls, the citizens 

or the overall appearance of the setting. Thus, the places they inhabit become 

projections of their own being. In The Body and the City: Psychoanalysis, Space and 

Subjectivity Steve Pile states, ‘a simultaneously geographical and psychoanalytic 

imagination will say something significant about the body and the city,’1 thus 

corroborating the possibility of such connection. He later affirms that ‘psychoanalysis 

is, after all, a spatial discipline.’2  

In modern times, amongst great masses of people, fast paced life and huge buildings, 

the vision of space becomes dynamic, dangerous and heterogeneous in its colour, its 

streets, its transport and even its people. The Gothic response to this is to internalize 

these chaotic visions and create subjective geographies, coping thus with the vastness 

and plurality of the new metropolis and the new rhythms of life. This way, Gothic 

reinvents and adapts itself to the new times. As Catherine Spooner indicates, ‘in the 

brash new world of motor travel, aviation, female emancipation, accelerated 

consumption and global warfare the standard Gothic props of medieval castles and 

fainting maidens seemed creaky and hollow.’3 So narrative representations of space are 

modernized and choose cities and domestic houses over abandoned castles or isolated 

cemeteries. The short story genre begins to flourish; as Elaine Showalter explains, 

‘short stories seemed attuned to the pace and intensity of modern life.’4 In this way, 

both form and content become updated, tackling modernity’s speed. 

In addition, the rise of modern sciences such as psychology and psychiatry, as well as 

psychoanalysis, translates to Gothic literature, whose mentally abnormal characters 

                                                 
1 Pile, Steve, The Body and the City: Psychoanalysis, Space and Subjectivity (London: Routledge, 1996), p. 
ix. 
2 Ibid., p. 77. 
3 Spooner, Catherine and Emma McEvoy, eds., The Routledge Companion to Gothic (London: Routledge, 
2007), p. 38. 
4 Showalter, Elaine, A Jury of Peers. American Women Writers from Anne Bradstreet to Annie Peoulx 
(New York: Alfred A Knopf, 2009), p. 213. 
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view the space around them through processes of distortion and hallucination, of 

repression and recurrence. This study will explore Sigmund Freud’s writings on the 

notion of das Unheimliche, the uncanny, in relation to modern Gothic narratives. 

Freud describes ‘the uncanny’ as ‘something which is familiar and old-established in 

the mind and which has become alienated from it only through the process of 

repression,’5 through the repression of an ‘emotional impulse’ that transforms into a 

source of ‘anxiety’ and this uncanniness permeates modern approaches to the Gothic 

genre.6 Whether a country house in the middle of nowhere, or a crowded street 

surrounded by tall buildings, the characters manage to make their own interpretations 

of their surroundings, dragging the readers with them towards their vision of the 

world, trapping them in those surreal and unnerving locations that present 

nightmarish qualities. 

Based on these themes, this study delves into the minds and spaces of the following 

short stories: Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s ‘The Yellow Wall-Paper’ (1892), Fritz Leiber’s 

‘Smoke Ghost’ (1941) and Peter Straub’s ‘A Short Guide to the City’ (1990). These 

stories represent different stages of modernization: from the immersion into Freudian 

psychoanalysis to the reflection of the impact of a post-industrial city on society. 

Needless to say, this progression rejects the idea of modernization as a positive change 

towards the better, the safer or the stronger. On the contrary, it leads to darker, more 

horrifying and dehumanized worlds, from which one cannot do anything but recoil. 

By analyzing the psychological as well as the social elements of modernity, this study 

will establish deep connections between these internal and external factors. Changes 

occur within the minds of the characters of the stories, but also among society as a 

whole. Both changes reflect on each other and have consequences on an individual 

and a collective scale. This analysis will begin inside a domestic space, a nursery room, 

inside the mind of a female character and will end with the representation of a 

decaying post-industrial city, entering criminal districts and the minds of marginal 

social groups. The examination of both elements of modernity becomes relevant in 

order to understand from where these unnerving stories and characters emerge. 

Beginning with a domestic and interior setting, this study will analyze the famous 

short story ‘The Yellow Wall-Paper.’ Herein we find an unnamed woman who is 

suffering from postpartum depression isolated in a country house. In the nursery room 

in which she is forced to stay, she becomes obsessed with certain patterns in the 

wallpaper and its yellowish colour, which become central elements in the story. The 

wife protagonist then begins to see figures behind these patterns, hallucinations 

produced by her imprisonment. 

Both the colour of the wallpaper and the female figures she sees behind it seem to 

represent projections of the wife herself. On the one hand, the colour yellow has 

always been related to ideas of sickness and decay, which are both characteristics of 

the woman’s upset state of mind. In The Culture Yellow or the Visual Politics of Late 

                                                 
5 Freud, Sigmund, ‘The Uncanny’, New Literary History, (1976), 7:3, pp. 619-645 (p. 634). 
6 Ibid., p. 630. 
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Modernity, Sabine Dora states, ‘historically, in Western culture, yellow […] is also the 

colour of death, decay, and excrement (a figure of negativity).’7 Accordingly, in 

Gilman’s story, it is a colour which is described as ‘a dull yet lurid orange in some 

places, a sickly sulphur tint in others’ or ‘a smouldering unclean yellow,’8 descriptions 

which evoke sickness and decay. At one point in the story, it seems the wife is even 

able to smell the colour, as if it were rotten: ‘there is something else about that paper - 

the smell! […] The only thing I can think of that it is like is the colour of the paper! A 

yellow smell.’9 This conjures up the smell of sickness, of decomposition, of dirtiness. 

As the narrator describes it, ‘the colour is repellent, almost revolting.’10  

This inanimate wallpaper slowly acquires anthropomorphic forms. The wife firstly 

distinguishes ‘two bulbous eyes (that) stare at you upside down,’11 or ‘unblinking eyes 

(that) are everywhere,’12 These unsettling, repetitive and disturbing visions culminate 

in a female figure. This figure behind the wallpaper is caged inside it and is desperately 

trying to force its way out, which is exactly what the wife is experiencing in the 

nursery room, feeling trapped and unable to escape the prison-like space. The ‘faint 

figure behind seemed to shake the pattern, just as if she wanted to get out,’13  which 

only mirrors the wife’s own desires: ‘I wish John would take me away from here!’14 It is 

also mentioned that the woman figure behind the wallpaper gets out in the daytime 

and creeps around the garden, which is also what the wife does: ‘I always lock the door 

when I creep by daylight.’15 The  hallucination brought forth from the house itself, and 

the wife slowly blends into one being, changing from third to first person, from two-

dimensional wallpaper to three-dimensional human being, from “it” to “I.” 

The themes of lunacy, madness, and insanity permeate Gilman’s story, and they adopt 

many names: a ‘temporary nervous depression,’ ‘a slight hysterical tendency,’ a 

‘nervous condition,’16 etc. Their role is important, as the story constantly wavers 

between two worlds: dream-reality, madness-sanity, hallucination-truth. Psychology 

becomes an important element of modernity, since it gives the whole story an aura of 

surrealism in which the subconscious plays a significant role, turns the narration into 

a nightmarish vision, and even constructs space, a space of ‘otherness.’ The nursery 

                                                 
7 Doran, Sabine, The Culture Yellow or the Visual Politics of Late Modernity (London; New York: 
Bloomsbury, 2013), p. 6. In relation to this topic, Ann Heilmann quotes Mary Jacobus and Susan Lanser, 
who describe the colour yellow as the ‘colour of sickness’. For an elaborated account regarding this 
theme, see: Ann Heilmann, ‘Overwriting Decadence: Charlotte Perkins Gilman, Oscar Wilde, and the 
Feminization of Art in “the Yellow Wall-Paper”’ in Catherine J. Golden and Joanna Schneider 
Zangrando, eds., The Mixed Legacy of Charlotte Perkins Gilman (London; Newark: Associated University 
Presses, 2000), pp. 175-188 (p. 177). 
8 Gilman, Charlotte Perkins, ‘The Yellow Wall-Paper’, New England Magazine, (1892), pp. 647-656 (p. 
649). 
9 Ibid., p. 654. 
10 Ibid., p. 649. 
11 Ibid., p. 649. 
12 Ibid., p. 650. 
13 Gilman, p. 652. 
14 Ibid, p. 652. 
15 Ibid., p. 654. 
16 Ibid., p. 648. 
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room is described as a prison or an asylum: the ‘barred windows’, the nailed-down 

bed, the rings on the walls; even ‘the floor is scratched and gouged and splintered, the 

plaster itself is dug out here and there.’17 This space of confinement and exclusion 

mirrors the wife’s feelings of entrapment. Just as the female body can be a site of 

repression, so can the domestic spaces it inhabits, transformed into a cage-like, 

psychological and uncanny environment. 

It can be inferred that it is the seclusion, the boredom and isolation that drive the 

female main character mad, as well as the ‘“caging” of her creative imagination.’18 The 

unnamed woman overcomes her depression only through madness, completely 

withdrawing from the real world and immersing herself in her own imagination, in a 

room created in her own mind. In Stephanie Smith’s words: ‘the diagnosis of the story 

is grim: when an imaginative woman is confined to the domestic, she will direct 

energy inward and go crazy’.19 Gilman represents the new madwoman, trapped in a 

nursery room, and her double, which is not another woman, but is, in fact, the 

hallucinatory figure the wife constantly observes creeping behind the wallpaper. This 

vision behind the wallpaper becomes her double (or doubles, as the vision multiplies 

as the story goes on). And this double(s) represents the wife’s key to freedom, to a 

subconscious dark world of illusion that continuously mirrors and projects her desires, 

or, in fact, her own self. She even recognizes this mirroring and multiplying effect 

when she states, ‘it is always the same shape, only very numerous’.20 This relates to 

Freud’s writings in relation to the division and doubling of the self. He argues that 

among such fragmented subjects, ‘there is the constant recurrence of the same thing – 

the repetition of the same features or character-traits or vicissitudes,’ as happens in 

the wife’s visions.21  

At one point in the story, when she is trying to tear off the wallpaper in order to free 

the woman figure behind it, the following words are used: ‘I pulled and she shook, I 

shook and she pulled’,22[22] as if they had already become one: vision/reality, 

wallpaper/woman, double/individual. The wife thus becomes part of the room: ‘here I 

can creep smoothly on the floor, and my shoulder just fits in that long smooch around 

the wall’.23 Therefore, not only does the unnamed woman alter the or vision or 

perception of space, but she also interacts with it to the point of becoming one being, 

thus uniting space and mind. 

                                                 
17 Ibid., pp. 645-50. 
18 Goodman, Lizbeth, Helen Small and May Jacobus, ‘Madwomen and Attics: Themes and Issues in 
Women’s Fiction’, in Literature and Gender, ed. by Lizbeth Goodman (New York: The Open University, 
1996), pp. 109-145 (p. 123). 
19 Smith, Stephanie, ‘Turn-of-the-twentieth-century transitions: women on the edge of tomorrow’, in 
The Cambridge History of American Women’s Literature, ed. by Dale M. Bauer (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2012), pp. 369-386 (p. 374). 
20 Gilman, p. 652. 
21 Freud, ‘The Uncanny’, p. 630. 
22 Gilman, p. 655. 
23 Ibid, p. 656. 
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As has been shown through the analysis of Gilman’s story and as will be seen in the 

following short stories, the importance of the supernatural in Gothic literature is 

replaced by psychological fears, by human and social problems and by the common 

objects of life. As Robert Miles has suggested, the Gothic represents ‘the self finding 

itself dispossessed in its own house, in a condition of rupture, disjunction, and 

fragmentation’.24[24] Psychology becomes new by studying and revising mental 

processes particularly those linked to the female gender, which is a key element in 

Gilman’s story. The ubiquitous presence of the female body throughout this story 

becomes vital to its understanding. In this story, the female body is presented as a 

fragile, hysterical and wounded body, which corresponds to Julia Kristeva’s 

psychoanalytic notion of the abject. To her, the abject is considered a place where ‘the 

boundary between subject and object is shaken, and [where] even the limit between 

inside and outside becomes uncertain.’25 Abjection is related to notions of horror, 

sickness, and madness, all of which are present in Gilman’s narrative. Among the 

mental illnesses linked to the female gender, hysteria was known to be the female 

disease par excellence, the female ‘being as ill-being.’26 On the whole, in this narrative, 

modernity is exposed through the immersion into the mind of the female character, 

the representation of a case of postpartum depression, the forced state of repression 

and the complete surrender to the unconscious. 

There are many connections between ‘The Yellow Wall-Paper’ and Freud, particularly 

the notion of the uncanny. This concept can be seen throughout Gilman’s story, 

within the nursery room. We are presented with various elements that should suggest 

familiarity, security, and tranquillity such as the figure of the mother, the nursery 

room, and the bed. However, each one of these elements becomes unstable and 

terrifying, arriving therefore to the notion of the unhomely home, das Unheimliche. In 

Freud’s words, ‘the unheimlich is what was once heimisch, familiar; the prefix ‘un’ [‘un-

’] is the token of repression.’27[27] In this way, fear comes from within, from a 

domestic atmosphere and, especially, from the disturbed mind of the mother, who 

projects her instability. As the wife in the story declares, ‘there are things in that paper 

that nobody knows but me, or ever will’28 assuming that it is only her that can 

visualize those unnerving anthropomorphic patterns behind the wallpaper. Thus, 

Gothic becomes both domestic and deeply psychological. 

From this domestic atmosphere, we turn to the setting of the modern metropolis 

through Leiber’s ‘Smoke Ghost’, the story of a metropolitan man, Mr. Wran, who 

becomes obsessed with a vision of a working-class ghost of the twentieth century. This 

section will analyse this modern ghost, the urban landscape in which it all takes place 

and the psychological presence in this short story, thus highlighting the innovations of 

                                                 
24 Miles, Robert, in Punter, D. and Byron, G. The Gothic (UK: Blackwell, 2004), p. 40 
25 Kristeva, Julia, Powers of Horror. An Essay on Abjection (Chichester; New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1982), p. 141 
26 Ibid p. 140.  
27 Freud, ‘The Uncanny’, p. 637. 
28 Gilman, p. 652. 
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the Gothic genre. In this story, we find a similar pattern as in Gilman’s narrative. The 

reader visualizes the story’s location through the protagonist’s descriptions, which are 

influenced by a neurotic state of mind. Due to his neurotic breakdowns, a recurrent 

hallucination arises from the setting. This time, however, it is not the figure of a 

woman, but the vision of a spectre, a modern ghost, one made of smoke, arisen from 

the factories of the city. As the story says, it is ‘a ghost from the world today, with the 

soot of the factories in its face and the pounding of machinery in its soul’.29 Every 

corner, every inch of the city seems to be marked by Mr. Wran’s obsessions and fears. 

Mr. Wran ‘became aware of a growing antipathy to grime and soot. Everything he 

touched seemed gritty, and he found himself mopping and wiping at his desk like an 

old lady with a morbid fear of germs’.30[30] It is precisely from these materials, grime, 

soot, black stains, mud, coal, dust and smoke, from which the modern ghost arises. 

The soot of the city becomes the reincarnation of the spirit, of Mr. Wran’s deepest 

fears. 

Dirt is a key feature throughout this story since it is a sign of the modern metropolis, 

the modern factories, and its workers. Not only does it represent the visual results of 

work in factories, but it also metaphorically represents the contradictions and 

consequences of a highly industrialized capitalist city, where one can observe ‘a smoky 

composite face with the hungry anxiety of the unemployed, the neurotic restlessness 

of the person without purpose, the jerky tension of the high-pressure metropolitan 

worker, the sullen resentment of the striker [...] and a thousand other twisted 

emotional patterns’.31 In the case of the story’s main character, his twisted emotional 

pattern is the recurrent vision of the ghost. As Andrew Smith states, spectres can be 

interpreted as ‘projections of our innermost anxieties and this blurring of physical and 

psychological realities becomes reworked in Freud’s idea that the self is ghosted by the 

subconscious’.32 This is confirmed by the fact that the story’s main character suffers 

from past traumas and unresolved childhood problems, which manifest themselves 

through these visions of the black spectre. Mr. Wran’s psychiatrist recalls, ‘you said 

there was something about your childhood that might predispose you to nervous 

ailments.’33 Herein we see how psychoanalysis has led to a new interpretation and 

representation of the ghost figure that adapts well to twentieth-century beliefs, 

particularly within the space of the new metropolis. In this century, recurring images 

related to repressed memories which can be ‘traced back to infantile sources’ are well-

known sights to many modern citizens.34 This modern form of repression is what 

Anthony Vidler calls the ‘condition of modern anxiety, an alienation [through which] 

the uncanny finally became public in metropolis.’35 To him, ‘the metropolitan uncanny 

was increasingly conflated with metropolitan illness, a pathological condition that 

                                                 
29 Fritz Leiber ‘Smoke Ghost’, Unknown, (1941), pp. 100-107 (p. 100). 
30 Ibid., p. 102. 
31 Ibid., p. 101. 
32 Andrew Smith in Spooner, p. 148. 
33 Leiber, p. 103. 
34 Freud, ‘The Uncanny’, p. 629. 
35 Anthony Vidler, The Architectural Uncanny (London; Massachusetts: The MIT Press, 1992), p. 6. 
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potentially afflicted the inhabitants of all great cities,’ which is what happens to Mr. 

Wran.36 Hence, throughout this story, Leiber intertwines the notion of the uncanny 

with spatial and psychological elements. 

Instead of haunting a graveyard, the ghost seems to stalk the businessman, lurking 

around every corner, crouching and waiting for him. Sometimes the protagonist sees 

this stalking figure in the form of a sack, a face pressed against the window, or a mere 

silhouette peering over a parapet. This shadowing figure could be easily traced back to 

Gilman’s story and the recurrent menacing vision of the woman behind the wallpaper. 

Both visions can be interpreted as doubles, arisen from unsettled minds, born with the 

condition of ‘otherness’, continuously mirroring the protagonists’ movements and 

yearnings, stalking and harassing them. Leiber’s spectre emerges from the menacing 

city and blends in with it in its soot, its darkness… As the story indicates, ‘on the 

shadowed roof across the street and four stories below, he saw the thing huddle and 

roll across the gravel and […] merge into the blackness beneath the water tank’.37 In 

the end, it is this terrifying ghost that rules the city. The main character says: ‘You are 

my god […]. You have supreme power over man and his animals and his machines. 

You rule this city and all others. […] In smoke and soot and flame I will worship you 

forever’.38 Madness takes over the mind of the protagonist, and consequently, the 

space he inhabits: the city. 

In North American Gothic stories, American cities begin to conquer the genre; as 

Allan Lloyd-Smith states in his book American Gothic Fiction: An Introduction, ‘Urban 

Gothic […] has become a dominant form of Gothic in recent work.’39 In this regard, 

Charles L. Crow indicates, ‘for many Americans still, the city remains the opposite of 

the Jeffersonian dream of a society of farms and villages: a place, rather of corruption, 

crime, and disease’.40 Not only is the city itself important in this process, but also 

everything that it entails: the dirtiness, the industry, the factories, the new 

machinery... ‘Smoke Ghost’ is a perfect example of this, as it takes place in a gigantic 

city, filled with high office buildings, cars, elevators, dirty rooftops, advertisements 

and blinking neon signs. One can even hear the hectic sounds of the city: ‘the thin 

metallic surge of the crosstown streetcar, the farther one of the elevated, faint lonely 

cries and honkings, indistinct rumblings’.41  

In ‘Smoke Ghost’ one finds yet another modernizing aspect, the heights of the 

metropolis. Most of this story takes place in perhaps one of the most defining rooms of 

the city: its heights. As is stated in the story, ‘it had all begun on the elevated’.42 These 

                                                 
36 Ibid., p. 6. 
37 Leiber, p. 103. 
38 Ibid., p. 107. 
39 Allan Lloyd-Smith, American Gothic Fiction: An Introduction (London; New York: Continuum, 2004), 
p. 176. 
40 Charles L. Crow, History of the Gothic. American Gothic (Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 2009), p. 
166. 
41 Leiber, p. 105. 
42 Ibid., p. 101. 
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high spaces are restricted to the metropolis and they become in Leiber’s story a place 

of insecurities, horror, and visions. Once again, the protagonist’s fears reflect 

themselves in the setting. This relates to Vidler’s notion of the architectural uncanny, 

which he identifies ‘with all the phobias associated with spatial fear’.43 At the 

beginning, the main character sees the spectre ‘crawling and hitching itself slowly 

closer across the roofs’,44 threatening him and linking heights with a sense of 

psychological horror. 

In Peter Straub’s own words: ‘Fritz Leiber’s “Smoke Ghost” deals directly with the 

anxiety and depression of a brutally industrialized world’.45 The concept of alienation, 

which is connected to the new city, gives way to new psychological problems linked 

with identity issues or, in the case of the story’s main character, unresolved childhood 

traumas. The story repeatedly refers to the character’s mental abnormality: ‘something 

impressively abnormal about Mr. Wran's childhood’.46 There is a perfect correlation 

between psychology and space, connecting the city directly with traumatizing 

experiences; as the main character states, ‘I’m especially nervous while riding in the 

elevated’.47 In an urban environment, everything that the citizen attempts to capture 

in one glance seems incongruous, discontinuous and heterogeneous. This, 

unavoidably, changes the perception that the human being has of the world, and 

consequently, affects his/her psychic being and individuality. Accordingly, the main 

character in this story suffers from neurotic or psychotic episodes and is continuously 

assaulted by a series of visions of the spirit of the city. The protagonist himself is aware 

of these breakdowns: ‘it's a psychosis. Must be. Hallucination. Compulsion neurosis.’48 

These hallucinations are heightened by the surreal quality of his surroundings: the 

elevated railway, the unknown citizens that surround him, ‘the wooden-faced 

people,’49 the endless rooftops and the mechanized metropolis. In the end, the main 

character succumbs to the visions, as does the wife in Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s 

story. Madness is the easiest way to face the modern way of life in all it’s urbanized, 

industrialized capitalist terror. 

The same surrendering to madness occurs in Peter Straub’s postmodern story ‘A Short 

Guide to the City’, which is an apocalyptic and estranged view of the world, written as 

a tourist pamphlet, a guide into a devastated, crumbling city. It is narrated by one of 

its citizens, and the reader consequently turns into the tourist/stranger/visitor. This 

story is also set in an urban landscape and could be any American city in decline. Its 

citizens are all alienated individuals, conquered by the forces of violence and 

                                                 
43 Vidler, p. 6. 
44 Leiber, p. 102. 
45 Kelley, Rich, ‘Peter Straub About American Fantastic Tales’, in The Library of America (2009), p. 
3  https://loa-shared.s3.amazonaws.com/static/pdf/LOA_Straub_Interview_AFT.pdf [accessed 25 
February 2016] 
46 Leiber, p. 103 
47 Ibid., p. 103. 
48 Leiber, p. 101. 
49 Ibid., p. 102. 
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destruction. This desolate atmosphere is the result of the modern ways of life, of the 

feelings of contradiction, distortion, turbulence and incompleteness of the 

contemporary citizen. Both citizen and city grow in parallel and reflect one another. 

The city seems to mimic the citizens’ states of mind through its colour and its 

architecture. For instance, all the buildings, most of them damaged, and elements of 

the city are presented in greyish colours, the colours of smoke. The lake is like ‘a sheet 

of flat grayish-blue’ and ‘the trees seem to be black’, as if covered with ash. In addition, 

many public buildings appear to be like ‘gray stone fortresses’,50 and even the sky is 

said to be a ‘gray empty sky’,51 as if the whole city were drained of colour and life, just 

as its citizens. In spite of the obvious presence of human beings in the city, as is 

constantly repeated by the guide, the perception the visitor has is one of quietness, of 

complete stillness, of death. 

This peculiar cityscape is also a crimescape, as the story wanders through different 

criminal districts or neighborhoods. From this, we can infer that Straub constructs a 

particularly modern geography, delimited by ghettos, criminals, and unfinished or 

destroyed buildings. It is a psycho-geographical city, as through the guide we learn 

about the different behaviors, thoughts, and values that the citizens have depending 

on which district they inhabit. The minds and nature of the citizens are another way 

to establish the cartography of the new city. To call this setting a cityscape would be 

too scarce and superficial, and it is important to see the different layers that compose 

the geography of this fictional city. One of the most peculiar parts of this city is called 

the ‘children’s cities’, which, as can be inferred from its name, is inhabited only by 

children. These children live in ‘“tree houses” atop mounds of tires’.52 As Straub writes, 

‘it may be that the naive architecture of these tree houses represents the city’s most 

authentic artistic expression’,53 given that it reflects the children’s savage personalities. 

What causes a shocking impact throughout this story is the continuous presence of 

these children, running about the city. They are depraved, savage children, devoid of 

the innocence, naivety, and goodness of childhood. The reader observes children 

throwing stones at an old man (‘they pelted him with rocks and snowballs’),54 fighting 

against each other, stealing... As in the children in William Golding’s novel Lord of the 

Flies, who are forced to grow too early and act as adults, they become aggressive, cruel 

and inhuman. 

The clearest example of the connection between citizen and architecture is the 

“Broken Span”. The city represented in this story is a place of havoc, of public and 

private destruction and of crime. Accordingly, ‘the place is symbolized by a half-built 

bridge across its unnamed river, “the ‘Broken Span’, which has the violence of all 

                                                 
50 Peter Straub, ‘A Short Guide to the City’, in American Fantastic Tales. Terror and the Uncanny from 
the 1940s to Now, ed. by Peter Straub (New York: The Library of America, 2009), pp. 389-400 (p. 392). 
51 Ibid., p. 396. 
52 Ibid., p. 397. 
53 Ibid., p. 397. 
54 Ibid., p. 390 
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unfinished things”’.55 This unfinished bridge ‘memorializes violence’.56 In this city, 

criminality arises due to the unfulfillment and incompleteness of the individuals; 

according to Botting, ‘crime and the criminal mind present new threatening figures of 

social and individual disintegration’.57 It is thus interesting to see how this self un-

realization reflects itself in the buildings and material objects of the city: the ‘un-

bridge’58 or ‘the remains of the city’s museum and library, devastated during the civic 

disturbances’.59 Once again, the relationship between psychology and geography, 

citizen and city, is clearly stated. 

Following the notion of the metropolis as a source of alienation and consequently, of 

criminality, Botting writes about contemporary changes and its negative effects on 

people, arguing that ‘the new economic and political structures reducing humanity to 

slaves or automata, and ravaging familial and natural balances, are also monstrously 

inhuman’.60 This is what happens in Straub’s story, a story of alienation, desolation, 

and destruction. It represents a time when the human individual is shattered, 

incomplete and divided. This fragmentation of the individual is related to 

postmodernism, which defines the self as a being in constant flux, ‘uncontrolled, 

decentred, [and] multiplicitious.’61 In this way, the city also becomes fragmented and 

stratified, divided by social classes derived from a capitalist urbanization: the workers, 

the merchants, the craftsmen or the wealthy, each group bound to its respective 

district. The outcome of this system becomes, as Botting would say, ‘inhuman’ in 

Straub’s post-industrial world.62  

According to Norman O. Brown, Freud defends the idea that ‘the essence of society is 

repression of the individual and the essence of the individual is repression of himself,’ 

the constant denial of himself.63 It is also known that ‘because of repression, we are 

alienated from parts of ourselves’.64 Such fragmented and repressed individuals 

become atomized amongst the overwhelming multitudes and crowds of Straub’s 

modern metropolis and are captured by strong feelings of solitude and misplacement. 

In this story, the human being strives for completion, for a sense of peacefulness and 

tranquillity which does not arrive but, on the contrary, grows further apart from the 

human, which increasingly falls back on violence and savagery. This idea of violence as 

a form of release is recognized by the citizens: ‘violence, it is felt though unspoken, is 

                                                 
55 Kendrick, W, ‘Guts and Brains’, The New York Times (1990), 
http://www.nytimes.com/1990/12/30/books/guts-and-brains.html [accessed 13 January 2016] 
56 Straub, p. 398. 
57 Fred Botting, Gothic (London: Routledge, 1996), p. 114. 
58 Straub, p. 399. 
59 Ibid., p. 397. 
60 Fred Botting, Gothic Romanced. Consumption, Gender and Technology in Contemporary Fictions 
(U.S.A.: Routledge, 2008), p. 136. 
61 W. J. T. Mitchell in Steven C. Hertler, Herbert H. Krauss and Alfred W. Ward, ‘The Postmodern Self: 
Personal Persistence and its Absence in Contemporary Life Narratives’, Journal of Humanistic 
Psychology, 57:2, (2017), pp. 127-151 (p. 130). 
62 Botting, Gothic Romanced, p. 136. 
63 N. O. Brown in Pile, p. 109. 
64 Pile, p. 109. 
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the physical form of sensitivity. The city believes this. Incompletion, the lack of 

referent which strands you in the realm of pure idea, demands release from itself’.65 It 

can be said that it is an apocalyptic return to the primitive self. This is can be clearly 

traced back to Freud’s following statement: ‘our so-called civilization itself is to blame 

for a great part of our misery, and we should be much happier if we were to give it up 

and go back to primitive conditions.’66 

This is what happens to the viaduct killer, one of the main characters of the story, who 

finds release in violence. It is important to mention that what draws the visitors’ 

attention in the first place is this character, a murderer, a rapist, and yet another 

citizen of this modern metropolis, as is deduced from the following lines of the story: 

‘we assume that the viaduct killer is a resident of the city, a voter, a renter or property 

owner, a product of the city’s excellent public school system.’67 The bodies of the 

killer’s victims are found ‘sprawled, their throats slashed.’68 It seems that the whole 

tour revolves around this anonymous character, a murderer; reinforcing the 

ubiquitous presence of violence through the city. This violence is not only present in 

this so-called viaduct killer but is also present in every district. All neighbourhoods are 

corrupted, whether by internal violence, relegated to the familiar atmosphere, or by an 

explicit form of brutality, as can be seen in the attitudes of the children. There is one 

district, for instance, in which ‘alcohol […] is ubiquitous,’69 and ‘violence […] is 

invariably domestic,’ ‘an internal matter, to be resolved within or exercised upon one’s 

own body and soul or those of one’s immediate family.’70 Ultimately, this coincides 

with Botting’s description of the modern city, which he identifies as ‘the locus of 

horror, violence and corruption.’71 

The obvious presence of horrifying acts such as self-mutilation, suicide, domestic 

violence, raids, and sacrifices completes this crimescape. Furthermore, numerous 

types of weapons are observed by the reader: ‘axes, knives, bludgeons, bottles, 

babushkas, ancient derringers, virtually every imaginable implement.’72 Through these 

representations of excess, violence, marginality and fear, Straub presents the outcome 

of this alienated lifestyle: a place haunted from within, where each family or citizen 

hides a dark secret, where children murder, and where natural sources are devoured. 

This can all be intuited in Straub’s story, in the destroyed place that he represents as 

the gathering of all that is wrong with American society, where both citizens and 

buildings are mutilated. Violence is therefore represented as the inevitable 

                                                 
65 Straub, p. 399. 
66 Sigmund Freud, Civilization and its Discontents (London: Hogarth Press & the Institute of Psycho-
analysis, 1946), p. 44. 
67 Straub, p. 389. 
68 Ibid.  
69 Ibid., p. 394. 
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consequence of deeper psychological problems which stem from the rhythms, values 

(or lack of values), and structures of modern life in the metropolis. 

Thus, in Straub’s story, ‘we are offered the spectacle of devolution and decay, of chaos 

and multiplicity. Forms and boundaries dissolve as comforting certainties mutate into 

questions’.73 As John C. Tibbetts indicates: 

The wartime atrocities and the serial killings […] in ‘A Short Guide to the City’ 

are, in Straub’s universe, violent responses to fragmented identities. ‘In 

violence,’ Straub writes, ‘there is often the quality of yearning - the yearning for 

completion. For closure’.74  

Denial, yearning, and expectancy become permanent feelings of the citizens of 

Straub’s city. These feelings can be observed in this story from beginning (‘the city’s 

characteristic mode is denial’)75 to end, as is stated in the last sentence: ‘the quality of 

their yearning, its expectancy, is visible even from here,’76 visible from the Broken 

Span, where the tourist looks back at the city and its different quarters, where the 

reader looks back at the course of the story. All in all, Straub’s story represents a 

counter-narrative to the notion of the American Adam and the ideals of progress, 

purpose, opportunity and success; it is ‘an elegy of all that has been lost, all that 

humanity has destroyed.’77[78] 

To conclude, throughout this study one can highlight various modern aspects which 

have led their way into these Gothic stories. Two, however, stand out: firstly, the 

twentieth-century psychoanalytic concepts related with Freud’s theories on hysteria, 

post-traumatic disorders and repressed memories, as seen in Gilman and Leiber’s 

protagonists and their doubles; and secondly, the industrialization and urbanization 

movements and their inevitable effects on society exposed in Leiber and Straub’s 

menacing cityscapes. There is an internal/psychological modernity as well as an 

external/social one, both of which are closely connected. This connection is best 

exposed in Leiber and Straub’s stories through the psychological pathologies or the 

aggressiveness triggered by the industrial city lifestyle. Gilman’s story, the earliest 

example, deals, with an internal modernity through the mental instability of her 

female character. 

Through the analysis of these short stories, one notices the deep relationship that 

psychology and space have, as they become intertwined in modern approaches to 

Gothic literature. A traumatizing and turbulent atmosphere that reaches the depths of 

our minds is created and manages to become translated to the outer world we inhabit, 

from the familiar domestic surrounding of the house to the enormous buildings of the 

contemporary metropolis. No longer is fear relegated to external, supernatural factors, 

                                                 
73 Punter, p. 43. 
74 John C. Tibbetts ‘Houses without Doors by Peter Straub. A Review by John C. Tibbetts’ (2005), p. 2, 
<http://www.johnctibbetts.com/PDFs/Peter%20Straub%20Review.pdf> [accessed 9 April 2016] 
75 Straub, p. 390. 
76 Ibid., p. 400. 
77 Crow, p. 186. 
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rather, it is found within us, within our own selves, our doppelgangers, and the society 

we live in. Images of confinement, alienation, and disillusion permeate modern spaces, 

and these short stories provide different ways of coping with these unsettling feelings 

that ultimately lead to violence, destruction and madness. The vision of space 

becomes subjective and reflective of the characters’ inner beings, mirroring their fears 

and desires, projecting them onto the walls, the buildings or their doubles. Overall, 

every element of the self and the space it inhabits becomes repetitious and recurrent; 

as Gaston Bachelard states, ‘entrapped in being, we shall always have to come out of it. 

And when we are hardly outside of being, we always have to go back into it. Thus, in 

being, everything is circuitous, roundabout, recurrent; […] a refrain with endless 

verses.’78 
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 “Catch Me When You Can”: Jack the Ripper Tourism, The Occult Sleuth and 
Performativity in Darkest London  

Alicia Edwards  

"The craving for sensation, the longing to be thrilled, are the master passions of 
this nervous and excitable generation. And after all there is nothing so 
sensational as death, which is the climax and end of all sensation. Literature, 
painting, the theatre, our exhibitions, journalism, all bear witness to the fact 
that murder, suicide, or sudden death - that is to say, bloodshed in some form 
or another - is the master spell for enchaining human attention." 
                                                  - The Pall Mall Gazette, London, August 28th, 1888 

Labyrinthine streets, vice, urban decay, monstrosity and inhumanity are motifs that 
permeate the urban imaginary of a Gothic London, and fact epitomised in the cultural 
construction of London’s East End. Its origins deriving from nineteenth century 
literary Gothic tradition and philanthropic studies,79 the continual (re)telling of 
London’s East End as ‘dark abyss’ becomes the brick and mortar of a Gothic imaginary 
to a global audience. James Donald reminds us, the city is “an imaginary space created 
and animated as much by the urban representations to be found in novels, films and 
images as by any actual urban places.”80 London is a palimpsestic text, formulated via 
a dialogic negotiation between narratives – factual and fictional – subject and material 
space. The tourism industry is both product and producer of the ongoing (re)narration 
of London’s biography: walking tours in particular are the ambulatory act of reading 
and writing urban spaces. The walker performs in the material city by navigating the 
physical streets through their own readings of urban narratives, extracting the 
locations from texts and locating these topographies of terror in the physical city. 
London’s history rich with narratives of death, suffering and strife provides a plenitude 
of dark tourism sites: sites ‘associated with death, disaster and destruction,’81 
authenticating a Gothic urban imaginary of the city. 

This paper stems from my own personal urban performativity and fascination with the 
macabre. When visiting London, I was always drawn to sites such as the London 
Dungeon, the Clink Museum, or historic landmarks of traumatic history such as the 
Tower of London. In the East End, there is one integral figure of horror branded onto 
its streets. When the clock strikes 7:30 PM, eager tourists set out on their pilgrimage in 
search of Jack the Ripper, uncovering various aspects of his sensational crimes on the 
streets he once walked. My aim for this paper is twofold: firstly, I will offer a reading of 
a specific case study tour, Ripper-Vision: Jack the Ripper Tour. Through this reading I 
argue that the performance of a specifically Gothic London demands the consideration 

                                                 
79 Charles Booth questioned the imaginary of East London of ‘[…] horrors of drunkenness and vice; 
monsters and demons of inhumanity; giants of disease and despair.’ See Booth, Life and Labour of the 
People in London, 17 vols (London: Macmillan and Co.; 3rd edn), I, p. 173 
80 James Donald, Imagining the Modern City (London: Athlone Press, 1999), p. x 
81 Richard Sharpley, ‘Shedding Light on Dark Tourism: An Introduction’, in The Darker Side of Travel: 
The Theory and Practice of Dark Tourism, ed. by Richard Sharpley and Philip R. Stone (Toronto: Chanel 
View Publications, 2009), pp. 3–22 (p.9). 
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of a new paradigm to describe the spatial practice of solely Gothic narratives: an 
ambulatory urban performer I call “the Occult Sleuth’. Secondly, provide an 
exploration into the implications of this performance on the urban imaginary and 
heritage consumption. 

In the wake of the literary and cultural theory ‘spatial turn’, the shift in ideological 
focus from modernist temporality to conceptualisations of space,82 concurrently with 
what Roger Luckhurst describes as the “spectral turn.”83 There seems to be a 
connection between the spectral and space. Critical attention to spatial practice and 
urban walkers have been ongoing since the nineteenth century: the Baudelarian figure 
of the flâneur described in Walter Benjamin’s Arcades Project; the literary detective, 
such as Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes, as emblem of modernity;84 the 
voyeur described by Michel de Certeau in The Practice of Everyday Life (1984). These 
figures are central in spatial theory and literary studies, exposing the relationship 
between the literary, urban imaginary and urban performance. More scholarship 
regarding psychogeography and writing of London, particularly in the works of Ian 
Sinclair and Peter Ackroyd, are in abundance, and address the phantasmagoric and 
occult heritage of the city.85 Particular to the Gothic imaginary and the city of London, 
interdisciplinary edited collections such as Lawrence Philips and Anne Witchard’s 
London Gothic (2010) are indicative of the breadth of scholarship and material on and 
the prominence of Gothic narrative and the (re)narrating of London. 

The scholarship on Dark tourism, the focal topic of this paper, remains theoretically 
fragile. Coined in 1996 in a special issue of the International Journal of Heritage Studies 
by Malcolm Foley, later transformed into the collaborative monograph Dark Tourism: 
The Attraction of Death and Disaster with John Lennon, Dark tourism became a 
burgeoning field exploring topics such as site management, subject motivation, ethical 
implications and heritage. The breadth of discourses undertaken in Richard Sharpley 
and Philip J. Stone’s edited volume The Darker Side of Travel: The Theory and Practice 
of Dark Tourism (2009), exposes the potential and breadth of topics under the 
umbrella term relating to site management, ethical considerations and subjective 
participation with death and suffering, but it remains at its early stages. Expanding on 
this current work, Emma McEvoy’s landmark work, Gothic Tourism (2015), has 
established the historical relationship with Gothic performativity and imaginaries 
tourism, emphasising that it is ‘bound up with the way we think about our past and 

                                                 
82 The ‘spatial turn’ was a product of postmodern criticism arising from key theorists such as David 
Harvey, Edward Soja and Henri Lefebvre. For an excellent critical overview, refer to Robert T. Tally Jr., 
Spatiality (2012) 
83 Roger Luckhurst, ‘The Contemporary London Gothic and the Limits of the “Spectral Turn”’, Textual 
Practice, 16 (2002), 527–46. 
84 Markus Reisenleitner, ‘It’s a Kind of Magic: Situating Nostalgia for Technological Progress and the 
Occult in Guy Ritchie’s Sherlock Holmes’, Imaginations, 5.1 (2014), pp. 122-134 (p.124) 
85 Examples of scholarship on Ian Sinclair and Peter Ackroyd include: Merlin Coverley, Psychogeography 
(2012); David Ashford, ‘The Mechanics of the Occult: London’s Psychogeographical Fiction as Key to 
Understanding the Roots of the Gothic’, The Literary London Journal, 10.2 (2013) n.p.; Jean-Michael 
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our surroundings.’86 The interdisciplinary research on the issue of the impact of the 
Gothic on creating heritage and place calls for the consideration of a new urban 
performative paradigm that engages directly with the ‘Gothic London’ and its occult 
heritage through engaging with its streets. It is essential that Dark tourism seek to 
identify spatial paradigms that are a direct product of dark tourism engagement. 
Emma Willis’ Theatricality, Dark Tourism and Ethical Spectatorship (2014) provides 
introductory, yet extensive investigation into the role of subject performance, as with 
Emma McEvoy. However there lacks the necessary shift to the model of performer. It 
is this gap that this paper will seek to address. 

The Whitechapel Murders is a narrative encompassed in a spectrum of tourism sites, 
from ‘true’ dark tourism – the walking tours – to what Emma McEvoy designates as 
Gothic tourism, the “act of visiting, for the purposes of leisure, a location that is 
presented in terms of the Gothic,”87 such as Madame Tussaud’s ‘Chamber of Horrors’ 
or the London Dungeon. These sites may overlap dark tourism criteria, but they are 
intermediary and theatricality shifts the focus from death and suffering to the pastiche 
play.88 My concern here is not with sites of Gothic tourism, but tourist sites located at 
the scene of the crimes. Jack the Ripper is liminal character, supplying both an actual 
event of tragedy, but also is mythologised as a fictional Gothic figure equivalent to 
Jekyll and Hyde or Dracula.89 According to Paul Newland, The Ripper has historically 
shared a symbiotic relationship to the idea of the East End. For this reason, I am 
concerned with the urban imaginary of the East End and its relationship to dark 
tourism – or the return to the crime scene – to explore the erasure between the Urban 
Gothic tropes and the condition of the physical city.90  

Whitechapel became the hunting ground of the unidentified murderer from August to 
November 1888. This short period brought death to his ‘canonical’ five victims – Polly 
Nichols, Annie Chapman, Elizabeth Stride, Catherine Eddowes and Mary Kelly – and 
became known as “The Autumn of Terror”.91 The crimes themselves provide a 
tantalizing mystery in which the identity of the murderer has never been definitively 
solved. He is by no means the world’s first serial killer, nor does his victim count 
exceed other active killers during his time. That being said, as forefather of “The Serial 
Killer” as a performed personae and media spectacle, Jack the Ripper has contributed 

                                                 
86 Emma McEvoy, Gothic Tourism (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2015), p.3 
87 Ibid, p. 3. 
88 Ibid., p. 201.  
89 Philip Simpson argues that the Gothic tradition is progenitor to fictional killer narratives. If Jack the 
Ripper has been attributed to the formation of “The Serial Killer” as figure in popular culture and 
criminology, then it can be argued that there is a relationship between creation of The Ripper myth and 
the Gothic literary tradition. For a useful overview of Serial Killers and the Gothic tradition, see Philip 
Simpson, Psycho Paths Tracking the Serial Killer through Contemporary American Films and Fiction 
(Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 2000), pp, 26-36. 
90 Paul Newland, The Cultural Construction of London’s East End: Urban Iconography, Modernity and the 
Spatialisation of Englishness (New York: Rodopi, 2008), p. 69. 
91 An abundance of literature addressing the crimes of Jack the Ripper assesses the victim count of the 
murderer depending on which identity they put forward. Asserting a ‘canonical five’ derives from the 
general acceptance that these women were all victims of the same murderer. 
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not only to contemporary conceptions of serial murder both in the fictional and “real” 
world,92 but has inscribed his legacy into the narrative landscape of Victorian Britain. 

The East End is bombarded daily with an abundance of tourists gathering to 
participate in a Jack the Ripper tour. Although the primary subject matter of the tours 
are generally identical, each guide performs and disseminates of The Ripper story in 
their own way , therefore adding nuanced variation to the story of the Autumn of 
Terror. The Ripper-Vision tour provides a unique twist on the popular Jack the Ripper 
tours of London. Like many others, the tour begins at 7:30 PM every night at the 
Aldgate East Tube Station Entrance. Participants, over the span of approximately two 
hours, are taken to the various locations associated with The Ripper. The tour offers a 
loose form of re-enactment in which a criminological narrative is given and the 
participants are led through the crimes mediated by testimonies, police records and 
other primary-material. My study is based on my experiences on a specific tour guided 
by Ripperologist Mick Priestley. He is not garbed in Victorian costume, nor does he 
perform the role of an urban character. His specialty is true crimes and profiling, and 
as such, his tour is very much a ‘true crime’ experience. 

The tour’s ‘checkpoints’, or rather specific locations that serialise the fragments of the 
events told to the group, range from buildings formally used as a dosshouse, which the 
women may have frequented, to the murder sites – or in proximity if the area is no 
longer accessible due to infrastructural alterations to the city. At each murder site, 
Priestley describes the sequence of events leading up to the discovery of the body. He 
gives detailed descriptions of the acts of violence, providing a coroner-style report of 
the wounds inflicted as well as speculation about the possible acts that have caused 
them. Supplementing his descriptions of the events and historical conditions are 
period photographs, including post-mortem photographs of the victims which are 
projected onto the structures occupying the physical site of the murder through a 
portable projector, which confirm the descriptions of violence. It should be noted that 
the tour is not solely dedicated to Jack the Ripper. There is an attempt to expose the 
socio-cultural conditions of the East End, drawing out fragmentary narratives layered 
within its streets (e.g. origins of street names). It is both the story of Jack the Ripper 
and the Victorian slum. 

Jack the Ripper tours and related ambulatory practices of urban tourism invite new 
perspectives on spatial practice correlating to the Gothic urban imaginary. The city as 
text-in-making requires a collective of narrators to add their own readings to the 
meta-narrative of the city. Each footstep, phantasm and location of spectral 
resurrection is accompanied by the constant (re)negotiation of the shadows of the 
metropolis which can be mapped by new steps. Like an ongoing pilgrimage, each 
location holds meaning that must be maintained by those who follow in the footsteps 
of their predecessor. Urban tourism is a construct of locations that are profitable, and 
the film and literary communities incorporate the locations of Whitechapel into their 

                                                 
92 For a detailed explanation on the role of Jack the Ripper and contemporary serial profiling, refer to 
Mark Seltzer’s Serial Killers: Life and Dead in America’s Wound Culture (1998). 
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own representations of history.93 The hauntings of past violence are the “vestigial 
stains” of the metropolis sought out through the phantasmagoric.94 The boundaries of 
transgression and the stains of violence rupture the meta-narrative of “history” that 
conceptualize urban narrative of development and its cultural representations. Yet, 
while influenced by the signs and imaginaries found in the broader spectrum of 
popular culture, the various distinct narratives are strung together, creating a 
collective of various “Gothic Londons.” 

Legend and myth-making require the active labour of a collective in order to 
continuously (re)write the narratives onto the material city. “Heritage” is an 
exclusionary process of developing national canon controlled at the institutional level. 
The survival of fragments outside the master narrative requires a smaller collective of 
urban performers to embark on the task of amassing narratives to suture together a 
sub-narrative of great cities sedimented with traumatic pasts. Subjects attracted to 
narratives of trauma are a specialised collective that navigate the urban spaces 
through these ‘dark’ narratives to (re)affirm and preserve the Gothic city harboured in 
the liminal spaces between fact and fiction. Their allegiance to darkness may be 
minute or complex, yet when developing urban sites of terror, they embody the urban 
performer that I call “the Occult Sleuth”. Edgar Allan Poe’s short story “Man of the 
Crowd” (1840) offers the two derivative urban archetypes of the Occult Sleuth: firstly, 
in the pathological compulsion to indulge in trauma as a source of leisure similar to 
the “nightwalker”, secondly, in the embodiment of the detective’s movement 
influenced by urban knowledge and the hunt for a body.95 The act of occult sleuthing 
initiates the imaginative transmutation of narrative temporalities into pseudo-
authentic experiences, resurfacing select layers of the palimpsest to be consumed. 
Modifying the individuals’ perceptions of space from the immediate sensory to the 
imagined, or rather mapping of a ‘counterfeit city’, dictates spatial interactions. 

This practice, exclusive to the narratives of terror and trauma, is an anachronistic 
process in which bodies of the past are resurrected and surface from deep inside the 
city’s cultural and textual palimpsest. The Occult Sleuth navigates London’s textual 
layers, extracting the desired narratives and transplanting them to the physical streets. 
The material city functions as a dark playground of imaginative cues in which the 
phantasmagoria may be pursued in movement through the maps of trauma. In its 
broadest sense, it is the art of navigating through palimpsestic layers of the city, and - 
echoing the role of the literary detective96 - resurrecting the ‘secret lore’ of the past 
that remains, dormant in landmarks both present and absent, a trip to locations to 
imprint their own imaginaries on the ruins of the city. The Occult Sleuth is a figure of 
resistance, not only to temporal and socio-economic boundaries but also to a culture 
of monument and musealization. These practices attempt to curate a linear meta-

                                                 
93 Refer to Gary Coville and Patrick Lucanio’s Jack the Ripper: His Life and Times in Popular 
Entertainment (2008) for a thorough study of Jack the Ripper in popular culture. 
94 The term ‘vestigial stains’ is taken from Robert Mighall, A Geography of Victorian Fiction: Mapping 
History’s Nightmares (1999). 
95 Matthew Beaumont Nightwalking: A Nocturnal History of London Chaucer to Dickens (New York: 
Verso, 2015), pp. 402-404. 
96 See Donald, Modern City, p. 69-70, for a description of the role of the detective as one who embodies 
the secret lore and knowledge to render the enigma of the city intelligible. 
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narrative, popularising select narratives and actively forgetting others, reducing these 
narratives into their most simple form. 

I deploy the term exclusively to refer to urban performances of heritage and urban 
narrative, and not necessarily to encapsulate all aspects of Dark Tourism. Aptly for the 
case of Jack the Ripper, the urban performativity of the sleuth is analogous to Tzvetan 
Todorov’s idea of the “second story” of detective fiction.97 If the “first story” is the 
initial crime in detective fiction, the ‘second story’ is ‘precisely the story…the story of 
the investigation.’98 It is the re-telling of the original story after it has happened. This 
act of repetition is the very essence of Jack the Ripper walking tours. This repetitive 
attribute of Detective fiction, of re-treading the ground of the criminal, as described 
by Peter Brooks, is equivalent to the walking tour.99 The crime(s) have already been 
committed, and with the tour guide serving as narrator, the walker-reader (re)narrates 
the original first story. 

The ‘Occult’ designation is rooted in the role of being initiator and assistant in actively 
haunting a space. Michel de Certeau asserts the notion of the city as a spectral space: 
‘There is no place that is not haunted by many different spirits hidden there in silence, 
spirits one can “invoke” or not.’100 I would take his argument further and deploy the 
term ‘haunting’ as a form of narrative repetition. It is the repetitive relationship 
between the narrative (spectre) and the witness-reader. Haunting is linked to place, 
and in direct association to specific events that give the place meaning. In engaging 
with the crime sites, the occult sleuth is invoking the narratives at the location, 
visiting a London of a past and maintaining its meaning in the current place. 
Returning to Paul Newland’s commentary of the symbiosis between The Ripper and 
the idea of the East End: s a symbiotic relationship between the Occult Sleuth and the 
idea of a Gothic London similarly forms. The ‘first story’ is dependent on the presence 
of the second to be known. The progress of urban development alters the physical 
condition of a city space, and the narratives and locations of meaning rely on a 
readership to render them intelligible. Hidden behind layers of material change, 
fragments of the past remain as dormant presences in the city that can be mobilized 
through the walker’s interactions and projections of London in 1888. 

The exploration of imaginative spaces must heed the dangers of the “real” city, 
rendering certain locations forbidden to the lonely female sleuth. Despite 
contemporary improvements, the area of Brick Lane and its adjacent streets, which 
surround the area of the Ripper victims, are still in difficult socio-economic 
conditions, and are places of destitution, drug addiction, etc.  The dangers of being 
out at night increase when the narrow streets often appear to provide a sense of 
isolation and alienation from the busy roadways of Commercial Street. This is the 
compromise of the vulnerable when desiring to explore the shadowed alleyways of the 

                                                 
97 Tzvetzan Todorov, ‘The Typology of Detective Fiction’, in The Poetics of Prose, trans. by Richard 
Culler (Oxford: Blackwell, 1977), pp. 42–52 
98 Ibid, p. 45. 
99 Peter Brooks, Reading for the Plot (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1980) 
100 Michel De Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life, translated by Steven Rendall (London: University of 
California Press, 1984) p. 108. 
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Necropolis: women are denied access to the city at night for fear of being assumed 
sexual predator or predated and potential victims.101 The limited scope of this paper 
does not allow me to articulate in great detail the issues of gender, however, even 
briefly, the engendering of the urban space, specifically at night, causes the tour to 
function as a form of protection for the feminine Occult Sleuth to walk the city. While 
this paper addresses the abstract ideology of the imaginative urban space, the city is a 
real space with real dangers. The socio-economic condition within the East End have 
not necessarily progressed as far as the processes of gentrification would suggest. 
David Cunningham gives an adequate observation on the current condition of 
Whitechapel: ‘…towards the end of the evening or early in the morning, there will be 
the women engaged in the same work as the Whitechapel murderer’s victims, albeit 
less likely to be ‘drink-sodden’ than addicted to heroin or crack.’102 Whilst the tour 
offers an ostensibly-positive function in protecting vulnerable visitors, it also renders 
its vulnerable residences invisible. One is in search of Victorian destitution, and 
therefore can easily bypass its twenty-first century equivalent.103 

It should be noted that the commodification of the murders is not a contemporary 
phenomenon. The Ripper murders became an instant site of dark tourism in 1888. An 
extract from the Pall Mall Gazette, October 1st 1888 describes the collective interest of 
Londoners to flock to the East End and visit the sites of death: 

On approaching the scene of the murders yesterday morning it was easy to see, 
no nearer than a mile away, that something unusual was in the air. Along all 
the main thoroughfares a constant stream of passengers, all impelled by the 
same motive of horrified curiosity, was rolling towards the district. The scanty 
details which had then transpired were eagerly passed from mouth to mouth. 
There was but one topic of conversation. The few acres of streets and houses 
between Mitre-square and Berner-street seemed to be a goal for which all 
London was making. 
…. From Commercial-road, Berner-street seemed a sea of heads from end to 
end …At nightfall the steam ran the other way. There seemed an exodus of 
disreputability from the East. Along the two great avenues leading westward 
the miserable creatures who apparently have most to fear from the mysterious 
criminal seemed to be migrating to a safer and better-lit quarter of the 
metropolis. The noisy groups fleeing before the approaching terrors of night 
were conspicuous among the better-dressed wayfarers in Holborn and 
Strand.104  

                                                 
101 Beaumont, (2015) p. 4 
102 David Cunningham, “Living in the slashing grounds: Jack the Ripper, monopoly rent and the new 
heritage” in Jack the Ripper: Media, Culture, History, eds Alexandra Warwick and Martin Willis. (New 
York: Manchester University Press, 2007), pp 159 – 175 (p. 161) 
103 For an in-depth discussion on the negative impact of the tourism industry in the East End, please see 
David Cunningham ‘Living in the slashing grounds: Jack the Ripper, monopoly rent and the new 
heritage’ in Alexandra Warwick and Martin Willis’s Jack the Ripper: Media, Culture, History (2007), pp. 
159-175. 
104 Quoted in Drew D. Gray., London’s Shadows: The Dark Side of the Victorian City (New York: 
Continuum, 2010), p. 46. 
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This ‘horrified curiosity’ or ‘Ripper fever’’, inflicted the London people and encouraged 
the musealization of the crimes, transforming the act of murder into a site of leisure 
and entertainment. A correspondence from ‘AN EAST-ENDER’ to the Echo, September 
10th 1888 reiterates, par excellence, the spectacle of the crimes for popular 
consumption: 

A DISGRACEFUL SCENE, Sir, Will you kindly allow a little space in your paper 
to call the attention of your readers to what can only be considered a public 
nuisance and disgrace? I refer to several low penny shows at the corner of 
Thomas’s- street, Whitechapel-road, nearly facing the London Hospital. These 
sinks of iniquity are at the present time doing a roaring trade by exhibiting 
horrible pictures representing the poor victims who have been so brutally 
murdered of late. Great crowds stand gazing at these bloodstained pictures, 
blocking up the pavement. Meanwhile, the pickpockets the best use of their 
opportunity (sic). Moreover, our young lads and lasses being morally corrupted 
by visiting these tragic scenes (sic). While walking along the streets it is truly 
painful to hear the jesting and trifling talk about things so awful…”105 

The beneficial commercial opportunities supported by the murders serves as a 
justification for perpetuating the cultural fanaticism and musealization of the 
murders. Drew Gray identifies that in addition to the tourism practices during 1888, 
Commerical Street costermongers used the influx of patrons to the sites ‘to set up 
stalls and sell them snacks of fruit and nuts and one enterprising retailer even opened 
a small shop in Mitre Square itself.’106 What this phenomena indicates is the ongoing 
profitability of sensationalised heritage narratives, benefiting not only the sites but 
those in the district. However, maintaining these narratives immortalises the East End 
as a site of destitution, deviance and violence. 

The unique attribute of Ripper-Vision is the inclusion of period photography 
superimposed on the material city to contextualize and ground the oral and 
ambulatory component into a unified topographical simulation of late Victorian 
London. The images, juxtaposed with unchanged sections of the city, permit the 
walker to negotiate immediate perceptions of the material city and the realms of 
fantasy. Scraping away contemporary modernisations, one is able to navigate through 
temporal layers and imaginatively situate oneself to locate the circumstances of each 
individual death. The images provide visual signifiers to the now absent city. It serves 
as visual spectrality: an apparition of an absence. The material relics of the nineteenth 
century city still stand, although on the verge of extinction, offering an architectural 
referent to elevate the narrative by immersing the participant in the setting of the 
crime.  Alongside the photographs of nineteenth century London, post-mortem 
photographs are displayed specifically at the locations where the bodies were found. 
The participants are not introduced to the theatricalities of live actresses with “dirtied” 
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faces and the rouge of a ‘lady of the night’ performance but are instead confronted 
with the severity of working-class conditions of the nineteenth century. 

We can consider “The Serial Killer” “the most ‘demonic author,’ writing his sensual 
will upon the world,”107 his medium is the body and blood, and his artistry is the 
narrative of trauma. Juxtaposing these acts with Michel de Certeau’s conception of the 
city as “the paths that correspond in this intertwining, unrecognized poems in which 
each body is an element signed by many others,”108 eluding legibility illuminates the 
role of the Occult Sleuth. Their primary role is to delineate the specific “path” that has 
been authored by Jack the Ripper, imprinting the map unknowingly forged by those 
before them, and contributing to The Ripper’s original ‘masterpiece’ through the 
centuries. Alexandra Warwick reminds us that the “Whitechapel murders as events 
have no order, no characterization, no protagonist and no solution. As events they 
demand to be told, to be produced as a narrative.”109 The separate events are ordered 
to create the narrative of ‘Jack the Ripper’; the path that is delineated is the ‘path’ of 
his inflicted trauma. The bodies of the victims serve as a map to the Ripper, the 
murderer’s external representation of his private fantasies. The women become 
complex signs and (re)signify the idea of the East End. Firstly, Warwick discusses the 
body and the site of the crime: 

The victim becomes fused with the site; physically as the blood, hair, fibres and other 
particles are transferred between them, and metaphysically as the place of the end of 
her life…But the crime site is seen as representing more than just a physical map of the 
interior of the victim’s body; it is also a map of the interior’ of the killer’s mind. It is 
effectively his mind laid out, his work displayed and signed, a text to be read.110 I 
would expand on this argument and suggest that the body serves a secondary role as 
visual narrative of the Gothic cityscape. The torn and emaciated bodies express the 
abundant narratives of suffering and poverty of the time. The corpses signify disease 
and destitution and supports the Gothic imaginary of the East End abyss. Yet, once 
again, their narratives are only made visible because of their murderer. Their 
narratives gain cultural value to give context for the crimes themselves, reiterating the 
claim by Judith Walkowitz that the women are the bearers rather than the makers of 
meaning.111 

The women remain as emaciated canvases displaying the etchings of The Ripper, and 
their bodies become commodified trauma, symbols of the strife of vulnerable woman 
in the metropolis. They become a visual record, a photographic testimony and 
substitute for an actual corpse. On the tour, the post-mortem photographs are 

                                                 
107 Philip L. Simpson, Psycho Paths: Tracking the Serial Killer through Contemporary American Film and 
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resituated at the sites of the murder. It is a deeply uncanny experience to witness 
corpses returning to a place that is both familiar, and bygone. The tour echoes an 
integral function of the Occult Sleuth, the search for bodies. The urban performance 
bears its own transgressions, primarily in its function of body hunter. The Ripper’s 
female victims’ immortalisation is as corpse. Their bodies no longer remain as a sexual 
commodity, but rather a commodity of trauma and as signification of the plight of 
poverty in the East End. As such, the victims themselves expose the controversy 
surrounding immortalising the ideas of East End destitution for global consumption 
during a time of rapid gentrification. 

Although I have only focused on one example of dark tourism, various other sites exist 
in London that function similarly in both negotiating local histories and challenging 
the meta-narrative of glorious Victoriana, as well as developing a rather Gothic 
topography of the city. There is a plenitude of research potential in the relationship 
between both regional and global dark/Gothic tourism narratives in popular culture 
and their transplantation onto material spaces. As a very Gothic convention, in the 
pain and suffering of true horror lies the ability to negotiate pleasure, to abandon the 
“real” for fictional adventures in the urban labyrinth. The Occult Sleuth becomes the 
symbol of the urban Necropolis, the cartographer of deadly urban spaces across the 
globe. 
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Monstrous Humans and Human Vampires in Dracula, True Blood and The 

Sookie Stackhouse Novels  

Claudia Bubke 

 

The vampire’s iconic status in modern popular culture remains the cause for the many 

debates about vampire fiction, such as the ‘domestication’ of the vampire’1 or the 

‘interlaced relationship’ of vampire literature and other mass media,2 reaching into 

literary, cultural and media studies. Ever since Theodor Adorno and Max 

Horkheimer’s essays dealing with the ‘Culture Industry,’3 the term “popular culture” 

evokes notions of mass manipulation and homogenisation through repetition, which 

has been aptly debated and criticised in the context of popular fiction, while the 

constantly refreshed vampire and his popularity in various media have been referred 

to by many authors.4 This paper compares two popular vampire novels and a TV series 

to analyse how common, reconstructed vampire features are presented in different 

media forms and how they were imitated or transformed, challenging debates related 

to culture-industrial production. In this context, the paper will work with concepts of 

mirroring and thresholds in Bram Stoker's Dracula and Charlaine Harris’ novels Dead 

until Dark and Dead to the World, to compare them to the adaptation True Blood. The 

aim is to set them in an intermedial5 context and show how the meaning of these 

motifs changed. 

Regarding the synonymy of Dracula and the vampire, Bill Hughes, following Ken 

Gelder, summarised that ‘the glib insistence […] that the vampire and Count Dracula 

have become effectively synonymous has seriously inhibited the debate on the 

portrayal and signification of the un-dead in Gothic fiction. [Dracula] has become the 
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media product uses its own media-specific means, either to refer to a specific, individual work produced 
in another medium [i.e. ‘individual reference’] or to refer to a specific medial subsystem (such as a 
certain film genre) or to another medium qua system [i.e. ‘system reference’]. The given product thus 
constitutes itself partly or wholly in relation to the work, system, or subsystem to which it refers’. Irina 
O. Rajewsky, ‘Intermediality, Intertextuality, and Remediation: A Literary Perspective on 
Intermediality’, Intermédialités: Histoire et théorie des arts, des lettres et des techniques, 6 (2005), pp. 51-
52, 54-55. 
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reference point to which the characteristics of other vampires are judged to have 

adhered, or to have departed from’.[6] The many recent films, TV series and novels 

referencing Dracula are undeniable: In True Blood, Jason Stackhouse says: ‘I don’t 

know who Lazarus was, but he sure as hell wasn't the first vampire. Everybody knows 

it was Dracula’,6 while Kim Newman rewrote Stoker’s origin with his Anno Dracula 

series7 and in an episode of Buffy the Vampire Slayer Count Dracula is set up as her 

enemy.8 In line with this tradition, Dracula is treated as the textual root of more 

recent vampire protagonists in this article. Present works however, are particularly 

interesting as the popularity of vampire fiction reached a new level with the advent 

of Twilight and its tamed, ‘domesticated’ vampires.9 The comparisons specifically focus 

on the contrast between the violent, but sexy True Blood vampires and the 

romanticised ones, both popular in current vampire fiction. 

Discussions of popular culture are often concerned with a fear of mass manipulation,10 

this paper will therefore show that the implications of these different vampire 

portrayals challenge reader-viewer expectations of what a vampire is and how they 

behave, which then leads them to question these expectations. This article deals with 

the way in which the audience’s understanding of the term human and its implied 

values is challenged via the humanisation of the formerly monstrous vampire, forcing 

them to critically question their own opinions on issues such as sexuality, religion and 

morality by transferring the knowledge gained from their own reactions to the 

presented narratives into their own lives. To begin with, the intermediality of vampire 

fiction, Lindsey Scott argues that ‘[a]ll vampire texts are recycled texts, consciously or 

unconsciously borrowing from earlier plotlines and prototypes’,11 since folktales and 

fiction reproduced vampires long before Stoker published his novel. The idea of a 

recycled text in the sense of recurring characters, motifs and themes, or so-called 

textual markers,12 connects the different texts analysed in this paper. Along these lines, 

the results of such recycled texts or adaptations13 include various forms of 

hybridisation and thus reconstruction. Consequently, repetition and transformation 

                                                 
6 True Blood: Shake and Fingerpop (Michael Lehmann, HBO, 2009). 
7 See: Kim Newman, Anno Dracula (London: Titan Books, 2011).; Newman, Anno Dracula: The Bloody 
Red Baron (London: Titan Books, 2012) and others. 
8 Buffy the Vampire Slayer: Buffy vs. Dracula (David Solomon, 20th Century Fox Television, 2005). 
9 See Pramod Nayar, ‘How to Domesticate a Vampire: Gender, Blood Relations and Sexuality in 
Stepheny Meyer’s Twilight’, Nebula, 7.3 (2010), 60-76. 
10 See Theodor W. Adorno and Max Horkheimer, pp. 141-42.; John Storey, Inventing Popular Culture: 
From Folklore to Globalization (Oxford: Blackwell, 2003), pp. ix-xi, 51-62, 109-12.; also Storey, Cultural 
Theory and Popular Culture: An Introduction (London: Routledge, 2015).; Dominic, Strinati, An 
Introduction to Theories of Popular Culture (London & New York: Routledge, 2004). 
11 Lindsey Scott, ‘Crossing Oceans of Time: Stoker, Coppolla and the “new vampire” film’, in Open 
Graves, Open Minds: Representations of Vampires and the Undead from the Enlightenment to the Present 
Day, ed. by Sam George and Bill Hughes (Manchester/New York: Manchester University Press, 2013), 
p.118. 
12 Rajewsky, p. 55. 
13 Recent adaptation research also assumes multiple sources for any kind of adaptation, while the 
adapted concepts and motifs move within the endless dialogical space of intertextual references. See 
True to the Spirit. Film Adaptation and the Question of Fidelity, ed. by Collin MacCabe and others 
(Oxford: University Press, 2011). 
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become part of the broader concept of meaning (re-)construction.14 Producers of 

adaptations reconstruct an original by reinterpreting it, but also by cross-referencing 

known images and notions to make their adaptation more accessible to the audience.15  

Moreover, narrative is the largest common denominator between novel and film.16 

Although theories of transmedia storytelling as a form of intermediality clearly set 

themselves apart from definitions of adaptation, they confirm the idea of conveying a 

narrative across different media platforms. In a very concise description, Henry 

Jenkins defines transmedia storytelling as ‘stories that unfold across multiple media 

platforms, with each medium making distinctive contributions to our understanding 

of the world’.17 The image of whole universes, such as the Buffyverse or the Marvel 

Universe, is thereby always understood as a creatively constructive process rather than 

a simple repetition of contents.18 Within the described terms, the various forms of the 

vampire presented in literature, film, games and other popular genres add up to one 

large transmedia universe. In a broader sense, the vampire theme is thus an ongoing 

narrative connected by intertextual and intermedial references, e.g. mirrors, 

thresholds and crucifixes. It is an endless story that jumps between and across 

different media forms, each telling individual vampire tales, which together assist their 

audiences to comprehend individual parts. 

At this point, this intermediality of vampire fiction becomes significant with respect to 

the act of reading or viewing vampire fiction, as ‘a transmedia story unfolds across 

multiple media platforms, with each new text making a distinctive and valuable 

contribution to the whole.’19 In contrast to single-platform stories, the impact of 

narratives told across and between media is greater, due to their wider distribution 

and appeal to different consumer preferences, potentially reaching a greater number 

of participants. Moreover, the ‘valuable contributions’ are based on the creative 

processes involved in transforming and extending a narrative into the specific 

aesthetic language or tonality20 of another platform. These creative processes also offer 

readers and viewers new visual perspectives, i.e. in film, clarifying information, e.g. 

through an added storyline, or even ideological viewpoints, e.g. via a changed 

                                                 
14 See also: Irina O. Rajewsky, ‘Intermedialität, remediation, Multimedia’, in Handbuch der Wissenschaft, 
ed. by Jens Schröter (Stuttgart/Weimar: J.B. Metzler, 2014), pp. 197-199.; And: Jay D. Bolter and Richard 
Grusin, Remediation. Understanding New Media (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2000). 
15 For means of comparison, this paper understands film adaptation in the sense of cinema- and TV-
productions. 
16 Brian McFarlane, ‘Reading Film and Literature’, in Cambridge Companion to Literature on Screen, ed. 
by Deborah Cartmell and Imelda Whelehan (Cambridge: University Press, 2007), p. 19. 
17 Henry Jenkins, Convergence Culture: Where Old and New Media Collide (New York: University Press, 
2006), p. 334. 
18 However, transmedia storytelling has been criticised for focussing on ‘media consumers rather than 
[asking] how media institutions and consumption [...] matter within a robust, complex and 
contradictory sense of the current historical conjuncture’. James Hay and Nick Couldry, ‘Rethinking 
Convergence/Culture: An introduction’, Cultural Studies, 25 (2011), p. 481. 
19 Jenkins, p. 96. 
20 For more on tonality see Emma Beddows, ‘Buffy the Transmedia Hero’, COLLOQUY text theory 
critique, 24 (2012), pp. 145-150. 
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narrator, and many other information with which they create meaning on their own. 

Additionally, the metaphorical dialogue between the referencing and referenced texts 

also invokes a desire within the reader and viewer to learn more, to be able to 

completely follow and understand the conversation.21 They actively and sometimes 

critically engage with these texts, e.g. looking up encyclopaedic information referred 

to in the texts22 to give them a meaning on their own.23  

Here, the boundaries between genre24 and transmedia universes dissolve, an issue 

discussed by Emma Beddows in her essay ‘Buffy the transmedia Hero.’25 She concludes 

that although genre and transmedia storytelling are connected by their repetitive use 

of characters and motifs as well as their archival and context creating nature, 

‘transmedia storytelling is better understood according to the principles of archontic 

literature: literature which is open to expansion and enlargement across multiple 

platforms by multiple people.’26  

Connections can then be drawn between intermediality, popular culture and 

mechanisms of reproduction. In ‘The Culture Industry: Enlightenment as Mass 

Deception’ Adorno and Horkheimer describe the culture industry as a production and 

media machinery, which manufactures, reproduces and distributes cultural goods on a 

large scale via technology: ‘Culture today is infecting everything with sameness. Film, 

radio, and magazines form a system [confronting] human beings with a model of their 

culture: the false identity of universal and particular’.27 Due to technological 

reproduction, a constant, eternal reuse of stylistic means and references is possible. 

Moreover, not only are the same old contents, motifs or narrative styles rebranded and 

marketed in a new design, but nearly never-ending worlds within a limited fictional 

universe are created, such as book series and their respective transformation into 

films. Adorno further calls the methods of the Culture Industry ‘dehumanised,’28 

because they merely aim at mechanically reproducing economically successful 

contents, thereby creating vicarious satisfactions for consumers. Consequently, the 

purpose is not to enlighten the masses, but to propagate ignorant and uncritical 

                                                 
21 Henry Jenkins, henryjenkins.org, 2007 
<http://henryjenkins.org/2007/03/transmedia_storytelling_101.html> [accessed 5 April 2017]. 
22 Jenkins, henryjenkins.org. 
23 This ties into Ken Gelder’s notion that ‘Dracula has become a highly productive piece of writing; or 
rather, it has become productive through its consumption. To read this novel is to consume the object 
itself, Dracula, and at the same time, to produce new knowledges, interpretations, different Draculas’. 
Gelder, p. 65. 
24 For an overview on the debate regarding genre see Daniel Chandler, ‘An Introduction to Genre 
Theory’, http://visual-memory.co.uk, 2014 < http://visual-
memory.co.uk/daniel/Documents/integre/integre.html> [accessed 30 March 2017]. 
25 Beddows, pp. 150-51. 
26 Beddows, pp. 150-51. See also Abigail Derecho, ‘Archontic Literature: A Definition, a History, and 
Several Theories of Fan Fiction’, in Fan Fiction and Fan Communities in the Age of the Internet: New 
Essays, ed. by Karen Hellekson and Kristina Busse (North Carolina: McFarland & Company Publishers, 
2006), 61-85. 
27 Adorno and Horkheimer, pp. 141-42. 
28 Theodor W. Adorno, ‘Culture Industry Reconsidered’, trans. by Anson G. Rabinbach. New German 
Critique, 6 (1975), p. 14. 
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attitudes.29 Adorno and Horkheimer clearly understand popular culture as a form of 

mass manipulation.30 Mass Culture is, according to Adorno, a precondition for 

controlling people’s mindsets.31 Although, over the years, Adorno felt less strongly 

about this idea, he never neglected it completely. 

Following this argument, the aforementioned intermedial transpositions and 

adaptations thus use mass media, such as film and TV, supposedly to reach a greater 

audience and increase their commercial impact by reproducing certain narratives, 

motifs or concepts, i.e. the generic roots, from a literary text and consequently 

manipulate the public. Intermediality is therefore, arguably, part of the same pop-

cultural mechanisms of (re-)production Adorno criticises. Twilight, True Blood, The 

Mortal Instruments, Anno Dracula and Being Human are few among a plethora of 

films, TV series and novels directly or indirectly referencing Dracula. Describing the 

transformation of vampires through time, Lindsey Scott provides an overview on the 

debate regarding Dracula and ‘rewriting the vampire’ in film. She raises questions 

about the audience’s attitude towards vampires, arguing that ‘we turn[ed] from 

vampire stakers to vampire stalkers.’32 She further shows a shift in the representation 

of vampires from inhuman outsider to humane insider, giving the example of the 

famous actor Brad Pitt playing Louis in Neil Jordan’s Interview with the Vampire: 

‘Attractive, compassionate and ultimately a victim of his own kind, Pitt’s Louis is a 

vampire who incites our pity and excites our pulses.’33 This also links to Adorno and 

his definition of the Culture Industry as a ‘star system [which] propagates supposedly 

great personalities and operates with heart-throbs’34 to provide their audience with a 

person to sympathise with, be attracted to or at least recognise. Moreover, such novels 

as Anne Rice’s Interview with the Vampire and Lestat shifted the narrative 

perspectives. Louis and Lestat are the narrators of their own stories. They seem 

intelligent and appear to have kept some interesting human characteristics, feeling 

guilt and love. They are ‘good people,’ whose only flaw is that they drink blood and 

occasionally kill people. Exactly this personal point of view distinguishes them from 

Dracula, who is denied his own voice in Stoker’s epistolary novel.35 All his appearances 

are presented by Johnathan, Mina, Dr Seward or Lucy, and by a selection of mass 

media references, such as newspaper clippings, positioning him outside of the human 

group. 

Like Stephenie Meyer, Charlaine Harris shifted the perspective yet again, giving the 

vampire’s girlfriend the narrating voice in her Sookie Stackhouse Novels. Bella and 

                                                 
29 Adorno, p.17. 
30 See also Adorno, p.13. 
31 In his essay ‘Culture Industry Reconsidered’, Adorno attacks the meek attempts to defend mass 
produced culture, accusing them of ‘ironic toleration’. He further states: ‘To take the culture industry as 
seriously as its unquestioned role demands, means to take it seriously critically, and not to cower in the 
face of its monopolistic character’. Adorno, p. 15. 
32 Scott, p. 115 
33 Scott, p.114. 
34 Adorno, p.14. 
35 see also: Auerbach, p. 82. 
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Sookie – put very simply – are female first-person narrators who are attracted to 

vampires. This stands in opposition to Dracula, in which the voice of the female main 

character Mina merely supports the male protagonists. Their active female voices also 

contrast with such male first-person narrators as the vampires Louis and Lestat. These 

shifted views provide insights into the origins of individual vampires, their stories and 

reasons for certain reactions or behavioural patterns – they become empathically 

accessible to the human audience. Although Sookie’s limited subjective perspective 

does not have access to every thought, experience or mysterious way of her vampire 

partners, the vampires tell her a lot about themselves and reveal important vampire 

secrets, such as their hierarchical system including their kings and queens.36 Her 

seemingly authentic point of view conveys an aura of trust, shortening the distance 

between her and the vampire, inviting the reader to feel sympathy for the vampires 

through empathically understanding them just like she does. Readers are more 

inclined to identify with her as a human than with a vampire narrator, whereby Sookie 

bridges the gap between them. 

Consequently, the vampire image became increasingly (sexually) attractive from 

Dracula to True Blood, and from novel to screen. The (here male) predator becomes 

desirable rather than threatening to his (female) prey due to his appearance and 

character. In contrast, Dracula and his vampires had a different, more superficially 

alluring effect, which Jonathan describes when he meets the vampire sisters: 

All three had brilliant white teeth that shone like pearls against the ruby of 

their  voluptuous lips. There was something about them that made me uneasy, 

some longing and at the same time some deadly fear. I felt in my heart a 

wicked, burning desire that they would kiss me with those red lips.37  

While the attraction to the vampires in The Sookie Stackhouse Novels and True Blood 

is presented positively and reflects open-minded attitudes about various kinds of 

sexual relationships,38 the female vampires in Dracula are dangerously attractive. 

Apart from Jonathan’s description, which portrays them as wicked and fearful, the 

reader learns nothing about their characters. Predominantly defined by their 

seductiveness, the vampire women try to lure the married Jonathan into a form of 

sexual intimacy reserved for his wife Mina, corrupting his marriage and staining his 

character. Dracula, too, has his ways of influencing humans, e.g. Renfield and Lucy. 

Several obstacles which Stoker put in the Count’s way, protect the human characters 

from such seductions and other threats: 

He may not enter anywhere at the first, unless there be some one of the 

household who bid him to come, though afterwards he can come as he please 

                                                 
36 Charlaine Harris, Club Dead (New York: Ace Books, 2003), pp. 264- 265. 
37 Bram Stoker, Dracula (Oxford: Oxford UP, 2008), p. 37. 
38 See Michelle J. Smith, ‘The Postmodern Vampire in “post-race” America: HBO’s True Blood’, in Open 
Graves, Open Minds: Representations of Vampires and the Undead from the Enlightenment to the Present 
Day, ed. by Sam George and Bill Hughes (Manchester/New York: Manchester University Press, 2013), 
pp. 203-206. 
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[…] Only at certain times can he have limited freedom […] Then there are 

things which so afflict him that he has no power, as the garlic that we know of, 

and as for things sacred, as this symbol, my crucifix […] to them he is nothing, 

but in their presence he take [sic] his place far off and silent with respect.39  

These obstacles protect humans from vampires and remained popular features of the 

undead until today. Supernatural solutions are necessary to at least stand a chance 

against a supernatural being with superhuman abilities. Van Helsing’s account lists the 

most well-known weaknesses of vampires. Many of them are referred to in the Sookie 

Stackhouse Novels and True Blood, such as the significance of thresholds. Still, the 

threshold and reflection-motifs are transformed instead of simply repeated, 

underlining the multiple evolutionary character developments, of the vampires 

especially, with complex and profound synchronic and diachronic references. They are 

not the intrusive foreigners positioned outside of society like Dracula.40 Neither are 

they the guilt-ridden vampires like Rice’s Louis, regretting their killer instincts,41 nor 

the kind of vampires only Buffy the Vampire Slayer can defeat. In short, Harris’ and 

Ball’s vampires contradict the assumption that they are representatives of dark fears, 

uncontrollable instincts and forbidden desires from which the threshold used to 

protect us, separating humans from monsters by keeping the vampires out. Instead, 

these vampires, if they are friendly, protect their human colleagues, neighbours, 

families, lovers and friends from harm, be it vampire, human or any other species.42 

They are as diverse as the human species, but not necessarily something to be afraid 

of, which is why the threshold becomes dispensable: 

‘“Come on in,” I invited, and he came up the steps, looking around.’43 With this 

gesture, Sookie asks Bill to enter her home in Dead until Dark for the first time. The 

moment assumes that the threshold-myth is public knowledge, based on former 

intertextual references, rendering further explanation unnecessary. Furthermore, in 

offering the vampire the same invitation as any other human person, he is equated 

with human beings. Vampire or not, thresholds may prevent unwanted guests from 

entering. In vampire fiction, it signifies an insurmountable protection against the 

physical violence the dangerous predators can inflict – a protective shield, breachable 

only by seducing the supposed victim into letting the vampire in. Sookie voluntarily 

invites Bill, indicating that she is not afraid of the much stronger vampire. 

True Blood equally alludes to the myth, albeit with a ridiculing undertone: 

Sookie: ‘What’s wrong?’ 

Bill: ‘You have to invite me in. Otherwise it is physically impossible for me to go 

into a mortal’s home.’ 

                                                 
39 Stoker, p. 240. 
40 See Gelder, pp.13-17. 
41 See Scott, p.120. 
42 See True Blood: Jesus gonna be here (Stephen Moyer, HBO, 2014). 
43 Charlaine Harris, Dead Until Dark (New York: Ace Books, 2001), p. 45. 
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Sookie: ‘Seriously? That is so weird. Come on, try!’ 

Bill: ‘I can’t even try.’ 

Sookie: ‘Can I retrieve my invitation?’44  

Apparently, Bill must explain some commonly known vampire characteristics to 

Sookie. Her ignorance of this famous myth has a rather comic effect, questioning the 

function of the threshold-obstacle in general. Sookie, however, ensures that she can 

rescind her invitation before letting the vampire into her house. Later in the series, 

Sookie rescinds an invitation given to the vampire Eric, using it to avoid dealing with 

an unpleasant situation, in this case her former boyfriend, rather than protecting 

herself from the vampire. What began as a serious moment ends in Eric’s body forcing 

itself to walk out of the door backwards, creating a contrasting, humorous moment.45 

The concept of rescinding invitations also occurs in other vampire fictions, such as 

Buffy the Vampire Slayer and The Vampire Diaries, where spells can reinstate the 

protective threshold. Likewise, The Sookie Stackhouse Novels and True Blood challenge 

the symbolism of the threshold as an indispensable shield against vampires. Through 

their different use of the protective threshold they offer the human protagonists a 

chance to gain control and decide on their own whether they need protective help. 

Yet, the threshold-obstacle remains part of the vampire myth, indicating that every 

undead figure is not completely trustworthy. The threshold still protects humans from 

those vampires who want to harm or kill them. The notion of protection is also very 

strong in recent American vampire fiction. In the Vampire Diaries,46 the vampires 

Stephan and Damon repeatedly fight off enemy vampires, witches and werewolves to 

defend Elena’s life, while Vlad Dracul in the film Dracula Untold47 tries to save his wife 

and son, as well as his people, from the Turks by becoming a vampire. The vampire is 

turned into a guardian figure, protecting his loved ones against natural and 

supernatural events. As these examples show, humans are often protected by their 

friends and vampire lovers. ‘You are only human, after all,’48 says Edward to Bella 

implying that she is a fragile mortal. While this portrayal of female humans as damsels 

in distress is primarily painted by Meyer,49 True Blood shows similar tendencies in the 

relationships between Sookie, Bill and Eric. When the witch Marnie, who holds Sookie 

hostage, offers Bill and Eric to spare Sookie, if they commit suicide, both accept 

without hesitation.50  In her novels, Harris depicts Sookie as rather helpless, although 

she equipped her with telepathy and fairy powers, these skills only help her to escape 

rather than defeat her enemies. Sookie is violently kicked and punched several times 

                                                 
44 True Blood: The first taste (Scott Winant, HBO, 2008). 
45 True Blood: Who are you really? (Stephen Moyer, HBO, 2014). 
46 E.g. The Vampire Diaries: Masquerade (Charles Beeson, WB Television, 2010.); Rose (Liz Friedlander, 
WB Television, 2010).; Haunted (Ernest R. Dickerson, WB Television, 2009). 
47 Dracula Untold (Gary Shore, Universal Pictures, 2014) 
48 Stephenie Meyer, Twilight (London: Atom, Little, Brown Book Group, 2005), p. 248. 
49 See Danielle N. Borgia, ‘Twilight: The Glamorization of Abuse, Codependency, and White Privilege’, 
The Journal of Popular Culture, 47 (2014), 153-173. 
50 True Blood: Soul of fire (Michael Lehmann, HBO, 2012). 
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in the series.51 Additionally, Harris repeatedly emphasises Sookie’s simple mindedness 

and her self-perception as a freak,52 while the vampires are often portrayed as strong, 

beautiful, intelligent and most important of all, functioning members of society.53 

Consequently, although True Blood and The Sookie Stackhouse Novels reimagined the 

vampire and therefore the vampire-human relationships, they still play with 

patriarchal roles indicating that fragile, female humans can only be saved from harm 

by (super) naturally stronger, male vampires. 

 At the same time, human characters often find themselves in dangerous situations 

due to their romantic attachment to vampires: In the final episode of True Blood 

season 3, Eric tells Sookie that Bill allowed a vicious couple to batter Sookie so that he 

could offer her his blood and link her to him, when they first met.54 The human enters 

a dangerous situation by associating with a vampire who promises to protect her from 

the very threat they pose. In the post-9/11 environment, it becomes apparent that the 

victim-guardian-dichotomy mirrors popular public reactions towards terror: Security 

ensures freedom. Increased surveillance, restricted rights and closed borders are part 

of such security packages, which in turn limit the same freedom that supposedly needs 

to be protected. Moreover, the dichotomy implicitly argues that said freedom was 

endangered by those who are now in charge of protecting it, manipulating others into 

trusting the necessity of limiting certain rights for the sake of security. True Blood 

draws on daily affairs, paving the way for political statements and identificatory 

concerns. ‘Both Reverend Newlin and the intellectual lightweight Jason Stackhouse 

(Ryan Kwanten) use polarising language to describe the perceived threat of vampires – 

“You’re either with us or against us” – recalling President George Bush’s similar 

phrasing after the 11 September attacks 2001: ‘Either you are with us. Or you are with 

the terrorist.’55 Another example is provided in the opening title sequence of True 

Blood: A church sign reads ‘God hates fangs’, referring to the infamous motto of the 

Westboro Baptist Church stating that ‘God hates fags’ in reaction to the LGBT 

movement. As a result, the sequence likens vampires to these minorities and addresses 

issues of discriminations in the US and American South by referencing publicly known 

texts. 

Transferring this inhumane behaviour onto vampires, who are as diverse a group as 

human beings, the presented narratives challenge the assumption that vampires are 

fixed in their identity as monstrous enemies of human kind. In engaging with reality 

via such references, these examples of vampire fiction create familiarity, because the 

audience will likely know about the source of the respective reference. They thereby 

                                                 
51 For example: Harris, Dead Until Dark, p. 320.; Dead and Gone (London: Gollancz, 2009), p. 193; Club 
Dead, pp. 264- 265. 
52 For example: Harris, Dead Until Dark, pp. 68, 243; From Dead to Worse (London: Gollancz,2008) p. 
49., All Together Dead (London: Gollancz, 2007), p.137. 
53 The notion of vampires as functioning citizens is clearly expressed by the vampire and political rights 
advocate Nan Flanagan: ‘We’re citizens. We pay taxes. We deserve basic civil rights like everyone else.’ 
True Blood: Strange Love (Allan Ball, HBO, 2008). 
54 True Blood: Evil is going on (Anthony Hemingway, HBO, 2011). 
55 Smith, p. 198. 
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invite their audience to transfer the homophobic, racist and anti-feminist injustices as 

well as other inequalities presented to them in the novels and TV series and reflect on 

their own reality. 

On a similar note, Harris’ novels provide an alternative perspective whereby vampires 

become the hunted and tortured victims. In Altogether Dead, many vampires are 

burned to death by a group of religious fanatics. The TV series takes the hunting 

theme even further when a fundamentalist group captures vampires to torture and 

experiment on them, infecting them with a lethal virus. Here, vampires need 

protection from humans and find themselves on the other side of the threshold, i.e. as 

the vulnerable – and thus human. In contrast, Christian leaders, who should embody 

moral standards of compassion, goodness and humanitarian values, display heinous 

and inhumane characteristics through their efficient cold-hearted killing methods, 

reaching a new level of brutality and affective capacity. 

Alternatively, the idea of mainstreaming vampires, looking like humans and living out 

in the open also crosses a threshold. So far, vampires had to live in hiding from the 

human world, existing in a liminal, supernatural realm, as is the case in Dracula, 

Interview with the Vampire and Buffy. In Dead until Dark several other thresholds are 

crossed when Sookie loses her virginity; physically, sexually and emotionally: from 

outside into the home, from sexual innocence to experience, from two separate people 

to one emotional memory possibly connecting them forever. In terms of seduction, it 

is most interesting that – opposed to Dracula – Harris’ vampires cannot manipulate 

Sookie into certain actions by using their supernatural glamouring powers. Therefore, 

Sookie mostly decides out of her own free will. Decisions of a sexual and emotional 

nature are in her case often based on sympathy for her lovers. 

In general, the book and TV series address sexual issues very openly. Within the 

various subplots, Sookie thus moves from Bill to Eric to other vampire, werewolf and 

shifter lovers. Considering that sexual behaviour is often a crucial, social identifier, 

Sookie’s sexuality also defines her character: Contemporary vampire fictions are 

culturally located in a moment in which marriage does not contain sex – even Sookie’s 

traditional grandmother does not oppose pre-marital sex. Sookie is able to be highly 

sexual – proclaiming that sex with Bill is near transcendental – without compromising 

any of her small-town goodness and likeability.56 However, due to her telepathic 

ability, Sookie can hear other people’s offensive judgements about her, questioning 

her own moral standards now and then. Despite these judgements, her sexual self-

confidence and (subordinate) belief in gender equality never really falter. It could be 

said that, despite her naivety, Sookie represents modern female standards by living the 

life she wants to live, without explicitly fighting for her rights as a woman. Yet, the 

representation of gender related issues in Harris’ and Ball’s works indicates that even 

in the gothic realm, where inexplicable incidents and the unknown are widely 

accepted, female sexuality remains the focus of attention. If we accept these narratives 

                                                 
56 Smith, p. 206. 
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as a critical mirror of our society, they confirm the notorious and still unsolved 

debates on a woman’s morality and sexual behaviour. For, even if we agree with Smith 

that Sookie does not compromise ‘any of her small-town goodness and likeability’, her 

identity is influenced by self-doubts stemming from the evaluations of her character. 

The protagonists may cross the common thresholds of sexual inequality a few times, 

but they do not manage to render these thresholds insignificant. 

Similar to the altered symbolism of the threshold, the function of the mirror was also 

changed. In renouncing the famous mirror-motif by giving vampires a mirror-

refection, True Blood and Harris’ novels challenge assumptions about the meaning of 

the soul as a distinguishing factor between good and evil, humans and monsters. 

Along with vampires’ distaste for crucifixes, garlic and thresholds, the lack of mirror-

reflections is probably the most popular vampire mark in fiction. At Castle Dracula, 

Jonathan Harker observes something uncanny: ‘there was no reflection of [Dracula] in 

the mirror! The whole room behind me was displayed, but there was no sign of a man 

in it, except myself.’57 Yet, these features were forced into the background in the True 

Blood series: 

Sookie: ‘I thought you were supposed to be invisible in the mirror.’ 

Bill: ‘We started most of the myths about ourselves many centuries ago. If 

humans thought we were invisible in the mirror, it was another way to prove 

that we weren’t vampires. We could stay hidden.’ 

Sookie: ‘So what about holy water?’ 

Bill: ‘It’s just water.’ Sookie: ‘Crucifixes?’ 

Bill: ‘Geometry.’ 

Sookie: ‘Garlic?’ 

Bill: ‘It's irritating, but that's pretty much it.’58  

In Dead to the World the mirror myth is dealt with similarly: ‘I smiled at the effect in 

my reflection in the mirror over the mantel. I could see Eric in the reflection, too. I 

have no idea why the story went around that vampires can’t be seen in mirrors. There 

was certainly plenty of Eric to see, because he was so tall and he hadn’t wrapped the 

robe very tightly.’59 Both examples dismantle the same myth in a similar humoristic 

way, referring to the scene from Dracula. Nevertheless, they differ in narrative 

perspective, mis-en-scène and thus effect. While Harris’ novels are told from Sookie’s 

subjective point of view only, Ball invites us to follow the individual characters, using a 

rather omniscient perspective, enabling us to see Bill who looks in the mirror while 

supposedly seeing himself and Sookie’s reflection in there. 

                                                 
57 Stoker, p. 25. 
58 True Blood: Burning house of love (Marcos Siega, HBO, 2008). 
59 Charlaine Harris, Dead to the World (New York: Ace Books, 2005), p. 34. 
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Vampire fiction used to force the vampire monsters to the margins, keeping them 

within the liminal spheres of chaos and illogicality. As ‘monstrous, evil and other’60 

they remained outside of the familiar human world and embodied ‘what we cannot 

face, purge, fight, accept or acknowledge; in effect, it is the very core of the 

“other'/'Not I” - acting out our worst imaginings so we may safely divorce monstrosity 

from ourselves.’61 In contrast, the turn of the vampire from an object of fear to a 

focalised, desirable subject with an in-depth story and personal identity further adds 

to the humanisation of the vampire. Considering how the True Blood scene referenced 

above was shot, it brings the vampire to the centre of attention and underlines the 

importance of the dialogue between the protagonists by use of a special camera angle 

on the situation: The viewer watches the couple from the other side of the mirror, 

looking Bill in the face and hence not actually seeing whether Bill has a reflection. The 

dialogue, i.e. the verbal representation of the situation, is not confirmed by the 

representation in pictures. Consequently, the mirror myth is reintroduced by Ball, 

alluding to the gothic genre and its invisible spaces. This difference between the two 

narratives is not just due to different perspectives, but mostly to the media and 

technology used to present them. In her paper ‘He make in the mirror no reflect’, Sam 

George deals with the origins of the ‘non-reflection motif.’62 Many religions and 

superstitions believe that pieces of the soul are stolen when a picture is taken. Stoker’s 

protagonists are convinced Dracula lacks a soul, believing him to be a monster – thus 

there is no reflection in the mirror or on camera. George also connects technological 

mechanisms of reproduction with vampire reflections, saying that 

[t]he vampire’s lack of a reflection or image in a photograph is symbolic of a 

tension whereby premodern worldviews collide with contemporary modes of 

production in the novel, and, as Wicke points out, the ‘snapshot camera so 

many people were wielding at the time is really also a celluloid analog of 

vampirism in action, the extraction out of an essence in an act of 

consumption’.63 

Extending the interpretations of the mirror-motif to photography, George and Wicke 

link vampire fiction to technological development and criticisms connected with it. If 

we apply this link to modern technology and its influence on present-day life, the 

following argument can be made: The digital revolution and consequent widespread 

internet use has even furthered mass reproduction and sharing of contents. Regardless 

of quality, intention or privacy, many narratives, news, opinions, pictures or films are 

available to a large group of people whereas decades earlier access was very limited. 

                                                 
60 Punter, David and Glennis Byron, The Gothic (Malden and Oxford: Blackwell Publishing, 2004), p. 
270. 
61 Ní Fhlainn, Sorcha. ‘Introduction’. Our Monstrous (S)kin: Blurring the Boundaries Between Monsters 
and Humanity. ed. by Sorcha Ni Fhlainn (Freeland: Inter-Disciplinary Press, 2010), p. 1. 
62 See Sam George, ‘“He make in the mirror no reflect”: undead aesthetics and mechanical reproduction 
– Dorian Gray, Dracula and David Reed’s “vampire painting”’ in Open Graves, Open Minds: 
Representations of Vampires and the Undead from the Enlightenment to the Present Day, ed. by Sam 
George and Bill Hughes (Manchester/New York: Manchester University Press, 2013), pp. 56-78. 
63 George, p. 61. 
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Supposedly, everything becomes more efficient, faster and time-saving, 

simultaneously reducing social interactions and quality of conversations, dispersing 

the focus. Technology heightened the fear of losses of humanity and tendencies 

towards acting as desensitised, emotionless beings, which ties into Adorno and 

Horkheimer’s arguments that the dehumanised mass-reproduction of goods and 

contents satisfies consumer needs created by the dehumanised Culture Industry. 

Regarding vampire fiction and the above-mentioned representation of technology, 

their thesis that consuming culture-industrial products keeps the masses ignorant and 

numb, can be extended, arguing that the detachment from core human values by 

means of technological immersion has pushed human characters into the realm once 

reserved for sinister monsters and vampires. True Blood, for instance, addresses the 

alienation effect commenced by the smartphone-boom openly in a scene following the 

imprisonment of Bill and Eric by the Vampire Authority who forces them to wear the 

“I-Stake”, a harness that is held together by a silver crucifix in front of each of the 

vampires’ chests. 

Molly: ‘One click, and this little sucker pierces your heart faster than a bullet. 

Pinches a little, I know. Just imagine it's a training bra.’ 

Eric: ‘It's been a long time since I've worn one.’ 

Bill: ‘How do you trigger these devices?’ 

Molly: ‘There’s an app for that.’ 

Bill: ‘You’re joking.’ 

Molly: ‘No. So, if you try to do something stupid, like, attack me or try and run 

away or whatever: click and splat.’ 

Bill: ‘Efficient.’64  

Here, True Blood’s appeal to its audience via including familiar mass media, such as 

the Iphone, becomes visible: Ordinary technology which is used to efficiently organise, 

communicate, entertain, consume and educate by a large part of the world population, 

is used by the vampires in a similarly efficient way, indicating that humans are not 

unlike the very monsters they fear. It only takes the push of a button in a software 

application to end lives. Personal interactions are unnecessary as execution is removed 

from the sensual impacts that occur when one sees, hears, smells or feels someone else 

die. Guilt is consequently removed from the conscience. 

Yet, returning to the mirror, vampires are portrayed more human than they used to 

be, having – like us – a reflection. Edward and his siblings try to blend in to the 

teenage society of Forks in Twilight and some of the characters from Sookie’s universe 

try to mainstream, i.e. live alongside humans instead of consuming them. The mirror-

motif thus holds the metaphorical mirror up in front of ourselves, reflecting on 

                                                 
64 True Blood: Whatever I am, you made me’ (David Petrarca, HBO, 2013). 
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modern culture, as George concludes,65 opening the way for interpretations of the 

mirror-motif along these lines of multiculturalism, gender equality, the rise of 

capitalist consumerism, the emphasis on technology or the seeming decline of 

Christian religions: 

In True Blood, religious symbols […] hold no power over vampires, while non-religious 

folklore remains effective: vampires must be invited into a human home, silver will pin 

a vampire down and cause excruciating pain, exposure to sunlight will gradually kill, 

and a stake through the heart will instantly reduce a vampire to a mess of sticky ooze. 

The total loss of religion’s power against the vampire dispenses with a need for faith in 

a God to ensure protections and reflects a diminishing belief in Christianity that has 

its roots in an increasing secularism, fostered originally by the Enlightenment.66  

Smith’s summary that changing beliefs and moral standards still transform and 

influence contemporary vampire fiction ties into Nina Auerbach’s notion: ‘What 

vampires are in any given generation, is a part of what I am and what my times have 

become’.67  

At first glance, little has changed in terms the of intertextual and transmedial 

processes regarding the threshold- and mirror-motifs of vampire fiction. Yet, after 

reviewing, a division between two very contrasting standpoints within the different 

works is obvious. Antithetical oppositions, such as good and evil, innocence and guilt 

or religion and enlightenment, are attempted to be resolved or reinstated in diverse 

ways. As postmodern68 vampire stories, both True Blood versions establish a more 

diverse and cotemporary value-system for social behaviour and categorising someone 

as human or monstrous, setting the vampire up as a model-species undermining the 

established religious and anthropological evaluative categories, such as pious and 

guilty, philanthropic and greedy, good and evil. Apart from the vampire’s ambiguity, 

human behaviour has also been accepted as multifaceted, changing the view of the 

world from the black-and-white-diversion into a lot of grey zones. Postmodern 

vampire stories appear to take different factors, such as socialisation, demographic 

influences, uncontrollable incidents and other circumstances, into account regarding 

their vampire’s moral values. For example, True Blood, as Smith emphasises, 

does not present a vampire’s acts of violence and murder as innate evil (an essentialist 

fixed identity), but as the product of life experience and environment. Jessica’s earlier 

innocence and struggles to control her new vampire impulses, Bill’s violent creation by 

Lorena […] during the Civil War, and Eric’s battlefield choice to survive as a vampire 

rather than die of his injuries make it harder to fix identities as pure evil.69  

                                                 
65 George, p. 73. 
66 Smith, p. 197. 
67 Auerbach, p. 1. 
68 Jean-François Lyotard, The Postmodern Condition: A Report on Knowledge, trans. by Geoff Bennington 
and Brian Massumi (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1984), p. xxiv. 
69 Smith, p. 197. 
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Attempting to explain criminal behaviour or evil itself and making it more 

comprehensible to the readers and viewers, Harris and Ball put them into a position 

where they need to decide if feeling any form of empathy is acceptable. 

Not only does the migration of the vampire from one medium to another offer 

different constructions of the vampire itself, due to each medium’s particular 

representation techniques, but they also add layers to the already existing pop-cultural 

discourse of vampire fiction and increase its ambiguity despite their dependence on 

commercial markets. Going against Adorno and Horkheimer’s fear that popular 

culture is ‘infecting everything with sameness’,70 that it preserves rather than creates, 

topical vampire stories such as True Blood became hybrid, emancipating themselves 

from Dracula and the Sookie Stackhouse Novels: A highly critical adaptation, 

addressing issues of race, gender, sexuality and many more, drawing on stereotypes 

and their transformations in different, independent ways. They do, however, often hit 

certain pop-cultural trends and further the commercial success of vampire products, 

but the connection between textual motifs and commercial success does not entail a 

manipulation of consumers into adopting dictated ideologies per se, but instead shows 

their recipients alternatives to stereotypical characteristics. As a result, this adds to the 

common prerequisites of knowledge about vampires, so that the option for 

retrospective changes of reception is given. Readings of Dracula are then obviously 

also tied into a dialogue or network with each other, which is also due to its 

mentioned synonymy with the vampire figure itself. Within this intermedial network, 

the already immortal vampire is again immortalised, creating a dilemma regarding 

‘sameness’ and change. Nevertheless, while immortality is identified with constant 

repetition, the vampire’s eternal life offers boundless opportunities to rewrite it, 

paving the way for creative processes of aesthetically translating it into other texts and 

media as well as to create an awareness for potential influences in order for individuals 

to realise their responsibility to act on that awareness. 
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Displacements: Readings of the Automaton Chess-Player 

John Sharples 

 

‘I’ll be back …’ 

The Beatles, I’ll Be Back (1964) 

  

This paper considers post-human chess-players in Raymond Bernard’s silent film Le 

Jouer d’échecs (Henceforth LJdé) (1927) and the television series Terminator: The Sarah 

Connor Chronicles (Henceforth T:TSCC) (2008-9). Each text presents an interpretation 

of the eighteenth-century Automaton Chess-Player, nicknamed the ‘Turk’, constructed 

by the Austro-Hungarian virtuoso Wolfgang von Kempelen and displayed initially at 

the court of the Habsburg Empress Maria Theresa. Each presents its subject as the 

possessor of a monstrous identity which destabilises its immediate surroundings. Each 

presents an example of a past which has re-emerged. Each presents an uncanny hybrid 

of human and machine. Through the concept of displacement, three fragmented 

Gothic identities of the two Turks of LJdé and T:TSCC can be considered: the first 

concerns textual displacement, considering literary and textual transmission, historical 

trace, transformation, translation, and embellishment surrounding each text; the 

second concerns bodily displacement, or the way each Turk, although the product of 

human scientific and physical labour, transforms the categories of play and modernity 

into unfamiliar and strange spaces; and the third concerns displacement of power, 

specifically the violent encounters between the machines and regimes of spectacle and 

knowledge, and their relationship to traditional structures of the Family and Home. 

These aspects, comprising a small part of the two texts’ relationship to the Gothic as 

an ontological and epistemological strategy, demonstrate the nature and 

representation of Gothic subjects as the product of revelation and concealment, 

repetition and constant return. 

Displacement, to retreat to the dictionary, means to take over the place or role of the 

subject in question and / or to move the subject from its proper or original place, 

either by force or otherwise. The prefix ‘dis-’, meaning removal or reversal, implies an 

alteration in the settled state of things. The enforcement of displacement, its sudden 

setback or termination, and its inversion of exteriority, coalesce with a number of 

concerns of ‘the Gothic’, principally its ‘concern with revenant history’71 and its 

tendency to work against ‘the Enlightenment desire to systematize’, pursuing ‘a 

seemingly messier version of what it means to be a person’, as well as ‘represent[ing] 

an attempt not to destroy coherence but to provide an alternative context within 

                                                 
71 Catherine Spooner, ‘Goth Culture’, A New Companion to the Gothic, ed. David Punter (Chichester: 
Wiley-Blackwell, 2015), p. 351. 
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which meaning is discussed.’72 In the latter case, as an alternative epistemology, the 

Gothic bears similarity to the Enlightenment goal of seeking truth and restoring a 

form of order. Displacement runs through a number of theoretical influences in this 

paper. Monster theory suggests its subject’s power emerges not solely from 

embodiment, location, or effect, but, ‘primarily’ through ‘impact’, or ‘the vertigo of 

redefining one’s understanding of the world’,73 with this redefinition appearing 

through varying degrees of shock and rupture. Theories of the uncanny base 

themselves on a rendering of formerly safe spaces as strange, and the essentialist 

qualities of the human as exterior; Anthony Vidler claims the favoured motifs of the 

uncanny concern ‘the contrast between a secure and homely interior’, ‘the fearful 

invasion of an alien presence’, and doubles (a particularly striking form of 

displacement) ‘experienced as a replica of the self, all the more fearsome because 

apparently the same’.74 Hybridity, ‘a fusion and a disjunction, a conjoining of 

differences that cannot simply harmonize’;75 vampirism, suggestive of otherness in 

place and time and the theft of life from normative bodies;76 and the abject, 

concerning that which is normally pushed aside for one to continue living,77 also relate 

to the breakdown of borders and boundaries. Hence, displacement can occur not just 

in spatial terms, but in epistemological, ontological, and emotional terms.78  

Textual Displacement 

The two texts are the product of numerous tangled histories. Raymond Bernard’s 

silent LJdé (1927) – described as ‘a film featuring robots’79 – shifts the location of 

Kempelen’s machine from Austro-Hungary northwards to the Russian empire and its 

sphere of influence. The geo-political setting is altered to one of instability rather than 

                                                 
72 William Hughes, David Punter, & Andrew Smith, ‘Introduction’, The Encyclopedia of the Gothic, eds. 
William Hughes, David Punter, & Andrew Smith (Chichester: John Wiley & Sons, 2013), p. xxiii. 
73 Asa Simon Mittman, ‘Introduction – The Impact of Monsters and Monster Studies’, The Ashgate 
Research Companion to Monsters and the Monstrous, ed. Asa Simon Mittman with Peter Dendle 
(Farnham: Ashgate, 2012), pp. 7-8. 
74 Anthony Vidler, The Architectural Uncanny: Essays in the Modern Unhomely (Cambridge, Ma.: MIT 
Press, 1992), p. 3. Although this is not the place for a fuller discussion of the basis of the concept of ‘the 
uncanny’ as a concept, see, of course, Sigmund Freud, ‘The Uncanny’ (1919), in Sigmund Freud: Art and 
Literature, ed. J. Strachey (London: Penguin, 1990), pp. 335-376, and, more particularly, Nicholas Royce, 
The Uncanny (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2003), for its discussion of technology as 
potentially uncanny, pp. 1-3, 24, 36-7. 
75 Jeffrey Jerome Cohen, Hybridity, Identity and Monstrosity in Medieval Britain: On Difficult Middles 
(New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2006), p. 2. 
76 Milly Williamson, ‘Introduction’, The Lure of the Vampire: Gender, Fiction and Fandom from Bram 
Stoker to Buffy (London: Wallflower Press, 2005), pp. 1-4. 
77 Julia Kristeva, Powers of Horror: An Essay on Abjection, trans. Leon S. Roudiez (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1982), p. 4. 
78 The primary literature on chess-machines is extensive. Ken Whyld’s Fake Automata In Chess (1994) 
lists 767 primary and secondary sources in myriad languages on the matter. Perhaps the most applicable 
philosophical suggestion has been John Hartmann’s notion that due to the various technologies 
involved in chess-play, the human chess-player ‘is, practically speaking, a cyborg’ (John Hartmann, ‘4. 
Garry Kasparov Is a Cyborg, or What ChessBase Teaches Us about Technology’, Philosophy Looks At 
Chess, ed. Benjamin Hale (Chicago: Open Court, 2008), p. 39). 
79 ‘A Film Featuring Robots’, New York Times (19 May 1930). 
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languid royal patronage. The story follows the adventures of a Polish patriot named 

Boleslaw Vorowski who becomes a wanted man after the incitement of a revolt against 

the  rule of Empress Catherine in 1776. Vorowski escapes to the home of Baron 

Kemplen (sic), a father-figure to Vorowski and his lover Sophie Vorowska. Kemplen 

constructs an automaton which appears to play chess mechanically and hides 

Vorowski inside. The revolt fails but the machine goes on tour. Ordered to play 

Catherine by the scheming Russian Major Nicolaieff who informs the Empress of the 

machine’s human operator, the Empress cheats. The ‘machine’ makes a false move and 

is executed by firing squad for insulting behaviour. Kemplen dies after substituting 

himself for Vorowski. Vorowski and Sophie embrace. Nicolaieff, meanwhile, has a 

deadly encounter with Kemplen’s automata. T:TSCC follows Sarah Connor and her son 

John after their efforts in Terminator 2: Judgment Day (1991) to defer a computer-

inspired apocalypse. In T:TSCC the threat reappears in the form of a chess-playing 

computer nicknamed ‘The Turk’, constructed by Andy Goode, suspected of being the 

origin of the Skynet program which infects global information networks, enslaving 

mankind. Destroyed by Sarah Connor, the machine is remade. The ‘New Turk’ loses at 

a computer-chess championship but its technology is stolen, and its creator Goode - a 

New Mexico cell-phone salesman and Caltech computer-science dropout, formerly a 

summer intern at Cyberdyne – is killed by a time-travelling resistance fighter. Goode’s 

code re-emerges within the anti-Skynet cyborg John Henry. Skynet appears despite 

these efforts. 

These two texts are worthy of examination together for a number of reasons. Firstly, 

they both concern, in different ways, chess-playing machines. The similarities and 

differences between their respective representations reveals something of interest 

regarding the feelings which surround technological avatars and the specific concerns 

around the game of chess which has functioned in instances as a symbol of human-

centric intelligence and of play. Secondly, the two texts both involve a complex 

relationship between the period portrayed in the visual medium and the viewer. Both 

are examples of time travel, presenting their respective chess-playing machines to the 

viewer who is aware of the future. In each, the technologies presented have an 

atmosphere of obsolescence around them – none more so than the mobile phones 

which Goode is selling. Thirdly, and most pressingly, both texts concern the 

relationship between surface and interior. Although the technologies of automaton 

and super-computer are superficially very different, there is an interplay between what 

is shown and what is hidden at work in both instances. Both technologies can appear 

as impenetrable black boxes, devoid of access points, yet, to name one expression of 

this relationship, both contain or possess the ingenuity of a human creator. These 

three themes coalesce substantially around two broader points – the relationship 

between the machine and the human body (considered broadly here), and the 

relationship between the machine and the application of power (again considered 

broadly). These two intersections structure the text below. 

The Turks of both texts are, to consider chronological contexts, displacements of 

Kempelen’s ‘original’ Automaton Chess-Player - constructed in 1769, sold to showman 
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Johann Nepomuk Maelzel, displayed in Europe, the USA, and South America, 

inspiring numerous imitators, and destroyed by fire in 185480 - an object which itself fit 

uneasily into the technological-landscape of the period, anticipating technological 

distress, solidifying contemporary combinations of virtuosic, political, and commercial 

power, and looking back towards medieval and early-modern reactions to 

representation. Whilst Voltaire could praise Jacques de Vaucanson, creator of 

automaton ducks and flute players, as ‘a rival to Prometheus’, it was Kempelen’s 

machine which proved problematic. Even as audiences acknowledged its interior trick, 

superficial presentation superseded all.81 Although ‘an early Romantic image of 

exoticized techno-horror’, Kempelen’s Turk was never simply a ‘one-dimensional 

metaphor for the uncanny and uncivilized’ in which enlightenment triumphed over 

irrationalism.82 Nevertheless, increasingly in the nineteenth century, automata were 

assigned new varieties of monstrous identities and cultural anxieities – identities and 

anxieties catalysed by a burgeoning literature on the subject, led by Mary Shelley’s 

Frankenstein; or, The Modern Prometheus (1818) and E. T. A. Hoffmann’s Der 

Sandmann (1817) and Die Automate (1819). Enthusiastically imprecise reports of ‘a 

timber Frankenstein’ in descriptions of Kempelen’s chess-playing invention signalled 

the new Gothic life of the machine,83 tapping into imagery of isolated alchemists84 and 

crafters of homunculi’,85 and theologically-tinged criticism of human-copies.86 

Subsequent Turks wore this messy series of signification, viewed as black boxes, their 

mysterious interior projected onto the surface, and black holes, enveloping and 

distorting the surrounding world. As spectacle representing human ingenuity and 

deception, each Turk remained a signal of death, a statue sent to warn and wonder 

at.87  

The Turk of T:TSCC follows the developments of super-computer chess-players in the 

later part of the twentieth century. Goode, in his apartment, has a poster 

advertisement for the 2006 match between Vladimir Kramnik and the computer Deep 

Fritz. Andy explains that ‘Most people cite the '97 Kasparov - Deep Blue as the 

watershed man versus machine chess match. But, uh ... Fritz would have wiped the 

floor with Blue just like Kramnik did with Kasparov. Besides, the other poster's 

                                                 
80 James Cook, The Arts of Deception: Playing with Fraud in the Age of Barnum (Cambridge, Ma.: 
Harvard University Press, 2001), p. 72. 
81 Quoted in Bill Seaman & Otto Rössler, Neosentience: The Benevolence Engine (Bristol: Intellect, 2011), 
p. 110. 
82 Cook, Arts of Deception, p. 44. Almost concurrently, as the chess-playing machine seemed to be 
thoroughly debunked as a genuine display of mechanical intelligence, a new cultural language emerged 
which re-enchanted Kempelen’s device. 
83 George Walker, ‘Anatomy of a Chess Automaton’, Fraser’s Magazine (June 1839), pp. 718. 
84 See: Elly Truitt, 'From Magic to Mechanism: Medieval Automata, 1100-1500' (PhD Dissertation, 
Harvard University, 2007). 
85 Karen Pinkus, ‘Automata’, Encyclopedia of Comparative Iconography: Themes Depicted in Works of 
Art, ed. Helene Roberts (London: Fitzroy Dearborn, 1998), p. 86. 
86 See: Henny Fiskå Hägg, Clement of Alexandria and Beginnings of Christian Apophaticism (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2006), p. 31. 
87 Michel Serres, Statues: The Second Book of Foundations, trans. Randolph Burks (London: Bloomsbury, 
2015). 
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impossible to find’.88 Chess-literature would disagree with Goode’s assessment of the 

relative importance of the two matches. Coverage of the contests between IBM’s Deep 

Blue and Garry Kasparov, or, rather, Kasparov’s defeat, saw binary oppositions 

between ‘man vs. machine’ applied to the contest, ignoring the implicit post-human 

nature of both Kasparov and Deep Blue. The satirical Weekly World News, for 

example, parodying the contrast between the moody Kasparov and the silent machine 

– the fragile human and the obelisk technology – headlined an article ‘World 

Champion Chess Computer Throws Temper Tantrums’, describing how ‘the machine 

is spoiled, ill-tempered and high strung!’89 Goode’s comment that the original poster 

for the Kasparov contest is ‘impossible to find’ also points to the well-honed 

commercial instincts of both Kasparov and IBM. The hacker spaces involved in the 

creation of Deep Blue have also been considered in various places, including Andrew 

Bujalski’s Computer Chess (2013), Vikram Jayanti’s Game Over: Kasparov and the 

Machine (2003), and IBM engineer Feng-Hsiung Hsu’s Behind Deep Blue: Building the 

Computer that Defeated the World Chess Champion (2002).90 Bujalski’s film, in 

particular, throws the viewer into a cult-like world of filled with the enchanting glow 

and hum of technology. We see the ‘kaleidoscopic chess-player’.91  

Analogously, complicated chronological identities surround the two texts. LJdé (1927) 

is a French silent film, directed by Raymond Bernard, based on Henry Dupuy-Mazuel’s 

1926 novel - itself based on a pervasive fiction concerning the Turk concocted by 

French conjurer Jean Eugène Robert-Houdin within his Confidences d'un 

prestidigitateur (1858) which stated that a Polish amputee secretly operated the 

machine. An 1878 Frank Leslie’s Popular Monthly article described a ‘little Russian 

officer’, suggesting another geographical diversion whilst the Encyclopedia Britannica 

also recorded Houdin’s tale which ‘spawned two novels, two plays, two movies, and at 

least one short story’.92 Bernard’s adaptation saw Kemplen lose a vowel but keep his 

legs. Likewise, The Terminator series has also seen numerous rebirths. T:TSCC (2008-

9) is a television series based on the cinematic universe of James Cameron’s 

Terminator franchise (1984-), overwriting the plot of Terminator 3: Rise of the 

Machines (2003). Alternate timelines of the resistance and Miles Dyson’s Skynet are 

shown in flash forward, whilst scenes from the present day alter future events. 

Judgment Day (when computers take over the world) is viewed as both a fluid 

possibility and a fixed event, suggestive of a Gothic tendency, the monstrous return. 

Mutations and in-jokes abound. Cameron Philips is a cyborg - Terminator Class 

                                                 
88 ‘The Turk’. Terminator: The Sarah Connor Chronicles [Hereafter: T;TSCC]. Fox. 21 January 2008. TV. 
89 Randy Jeffries, ‘World Champion Chess Computer Throws Temper Tantrums!’, Weekly World News, 8 
July 1997, p. 15. 
90 Computer Chess. Dir. Andrew Bujalski. Independent. 2013. Film; Game Over: Kasparov and the 
Machine. Dir. Vikram Jayanti. Alliance. 2003. Film; and Feng-Hsiung Hsu, Behind Deep Blue: Building 
the Computer that Defeated the World Chess Champion (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2002). 
91 John Sharples, A Cultural History of Chess-Players: Minds, Machines and Monsters (Manchester: 
Manchester University Press, 2017), p. 1, and chapters four and five for more consideration of the 
automaton chess-player, chess-playing machines, and haunted houses. 
92 Bradley Ewart, Chess: Man vs. Machine (London: A.S. Barnes, 1980), p. 245. 
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TOK715 – named after the series’ originator, created by Cyberdyne Systems. Their 

appearance is based on Allison Young, a resistance fighter in the future. Cyberdyne 

intern Andy Goode adopts the name William Wisher to disguise his role in Skynet’s 

creation, referencing Cameron’s co-writer. Sarah and John Connor adopt the alias 

Baum, referencing L. Frank Baum, writer of the Oz series. The cyborg John Henry 

refers to the nineteenth-century African-American folk hero, said to have out-drilled a 

steam-powered machine, only to collapse and die after victory. The connections 

between narrative and historical events transmit culturally-determined intentions and 

highlight the physical presence of each Turk within the visual image. 

  

Bodily Displacement 

Both T:TSCC and LJdé, as is clear from the outlines above, are human stories. The 

machine’s intersection with the human body frequently brings with it danger and 

death whilst the cultural anxieties surrounding the visually different Turks contain 

substantially the fear of human obsolescence and concern over the fragility of human 

bodies. To engage with these strategies requires a consideration of the machines as 

physical objects in the world. The well-known idea of statues as ‘dead people cast in 

bronze’93 or its Gothic inverse of being ‘buried alive’ demand that the Turks and the 

texts which represent them be considered not just as ‘interlacing[s] of physicality and 

representation in three dimensions’ – as bodies-in-the-world or ‘being(s)-in-the-

world’94 – but as outbursts of cultural anxiety surrounding the notions of physical and 

mental representation. Even under modern, technological masks each chess-playing 

machine is an outsider come to town - death invades life and otherness threatens to 

overspill its boundaries. This form of displacement is seen in abundance in both texts 

even outside the chess-playing figures. For example, after his on-screen death in LJdé, 

Kemplen re-appears as an automaton, haunting his workshop, his death mirrored by a 

doubling as life-like as before. T:TSCC depicts the cyborg Cameron staring at a 

computer screen on which is playing a camera-feed focused on their face. Each is 

suggestive of the uncanny feelings highlighted by representation in general. Yet, the 

Turks also represent a form of representation beyond the physical through their 

imitation of an act generally interpreted as requiring intellect or the application of 

mental faculties thought, in the late-medieval, early-modern, and modern periods at 

least in some form, to exclude non-humans. Whilst Fred Botting argues that the 

uncanny ‘becomes an affect of a disturbed present. It is less the revenance of a lost or 

supressed human nature (against the artifices of modern culture) and more a product 

of scientific and technical innovation’,95 both aspects seem pertinent to the Turk’s 

identity in all its forms, particularly when going beyond straightforward mirroring of 

                                                 
93 Katherine Verdery quoted in David Martin, Curious Visions of Modernity: Enchantment, Magic, and 
the Sacred (Cambridge, Ma.: MIT Press, 2011), p. xvi. 
94 David Getsy, ‘Acts of Stillness: Statues, Performativity, and Passive Resistance’, Criticism, 56:1 (Winter 
2014), p. 17. 
95 Fred Botting, Limits of Horror: Technology, Bodies, Gothic (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 
2008), p. 7. 
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surface appearance. Confusing the boundary between the natural and artificial, 

Automaton Chess-Players represent an intrusion into the human mind, through 

replication and multiplication of human knowledge and human society, through 

superficial imitation of play. Hence, the haunting nature of such devices – occupying 

the space between material and immaterial bodies, between grey matter and inorganic 

mechanisms – and their shared state of excess (displacement through addition). In 

each case, this sense of displacement of the human, and the inherent monstrosity of 

such displacement, is evident in the appearance of each but also in the figure of the 

cultural chess-player (flesh, wood, metal, or silicon) in general. As a figure appearing 

in the cultural space left empty by God in the eighteenth century when café became 

Church, when Promethean power seemed in the hands of new virtuosi, the chess-

player become a vector for the mastery of mind over myth. A consequence of this 

transformation was to bring the chess-player closer to Gothic form. Both the 

mechanical chess-player, and the mechanical human chess-player, generated debate 

and concern about bodily limits, the use of specific mental faculties, and the use of 

one’s time, in common with the persistent Gothic ‘fascination with transgression and 

the anxiety over cultural limits and boundaries’.96  

  

In Bernard’s LJdé, the machine, like Kempelen’s original, is in the appearance of a 

Turkish male. The machine is roughly composed of a wooden box, upon which the 

chess-board used in the game is placed, and in which the machinery supposedly 

utilised for the mechanisation of the game was housed. At the table sat a wooden 

figure of a man with an elaborate moustache, an enormous oversized spherical 

headdress, wearing ornate jewellery and a jacket with a patterned design. Meanwhile, 

the first sighting of the Turk in T:TSCC, at the home of creator Andy Goode, is as a 

stack of chaotic, exposed electronic components, wires, and a tangle of computer gear 

in a cupboard. ‘Not the original Turk’, he notes, referencing Kempelen. The home-

grown electronics wiz-kid image looms large, not to mention the idea of the locked 

room and the contemporary idea of a home-grown hacker or bomb-maker. There is a 

violence inherent in each of these objects, exaggerated by their appearance, fashion, or 

materiality, and through the spaces they occupy. Each machine represents a 

displacement of chess-play, escaping from seemingly secure categories of play, or self-

chosen, directed activities, often divorced from the consequences of real-life, where 

ends are subdued to means.97 Each machine operates outside of human actions, 

unmooring chess from secure footings within Enlightenment ways of thinking and 

ontological certainties. Each machine performs a task, as the Oxford English 

Dictionary quaintly puts it, normally carried out ‘between two persons’.98 Such 

displacement foregrounds these objects as subjects of spectacle, as mirror-like 

                                                 
96 Fred Botting, Gothic (London: Routledge, 1996), p. 1. 
97 Johan Huizinga, Homo Ludens: A Study of the Play-Element in Culture (Boston: Beacon Press, 1955), 
pp. 8-11, 12, 105. 
98 Chess, n., Oxford English Dictionary. http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/31383 [Accessed 1 November 
2016]. 
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experiences – staring back, flashing and beeping, they practically shout LOOK AT ME 

/ LOOK INSIDE ME! The human chess-player in both texts is displaced as the 

vanguard of human intelligence, at least in LJdé’s case before the secret is discovered.99 

Andy Goode and his (second) Turk attend the Southern California Computer Chess 

International, held between computers. The spectacle sees humans only as passive 

spectators or movers of the chess-pieces on behalf of the machine – Goode is removed 

from the mental act of chess-play, becoming only a puppet carrying out the machine’s 

orders. As John Connor explains to his mother, ‘Computer versus computer. It's the 

new thing. These programs are too smart and powerful to play people anymore’.100  

  

In each text, the half-human-ness of the machine, as doubles, alter egos, and mirrors 

represent the ‘disturbing parts of human identity’.101 Kemplen and Goode are not so far 

apart as mad scientists. The excess present in each machine reflects on their creators 

and occupants. Andy Goode’s construction of his Turk takes a physical toll. He says 

the Turk took eight years to construct and that ‘one month, [he] worked so much on a 

motherboard that [he] lost [his] sight for three days’.102 In each case, the machine 

invades the private sphere, interfering with the individual and the family, appearing as 

a Gothic child. Goode marvels at his Turk’s moods and changing patterns of 

behaviour. A consumptive aspect is elaborated on when Goode introduces his 

colleague who teaches the machine how to play chess, feeding it old chess-matches.103 

Goode’s techno-baby turns out to be a murderer, a world-devouring monster, leading 

to his death in both timelines – the first due to Skynet and the second due to the 

preventative measures of the human resistance. Likewise, Kemplen’s child (his 

machine) protects his surrogate son, Vorowski, and Father and Baby die together to 

protect Vorowski and his future wife, Sophie. Both Turks leads to the death of both 

fathers. Without their children, they would survive – an intriguing moral. T:TSCC 

further emphasises the monster-as-child theme when Andy, describing his first Turk 

to Sarah, talks of the machine’s moods, how it solves problems differently on different 

days, and, as Sarah adds, discusses it as if it were ‘human’.104 Goode’s ‘New Turk’ sees 

the metaphor extended. The machine is ‘More adaptable, but less predictable. Not as 

powerful for now, but quicker on its feet. It has a hunger for learning … if you want an 

analogy, I'd say that Turk I had grown into a brooding teenager, and Turk II is still 

                                                 
99 The automaton is a human performing as a machine performing as a human. 
100 ‘Queen’s Gambit’. T:TSCC. 11 February 2008. See contemporary opinion on the possibility of 
mechanised reason: ‘Oxford Graduate’, Observations on the Automaton Chess Player (London: J. 
Hatchard, 1819), pp. 7-8 and Philip Thicknesse, The Speaking Figure and the Automaton Chess-Player 
(London: John Stockdale, 1784), p. 17. 
101 Botting, Gothic, pp. 7-8. 
102 ‘The Turk’. T:TSCC. 21 January 2008. 
103 See: Stephen Bruhm, ‘Nightmare on Sesame Street: or, The Self-Possessed Child’, Gothic Studies, 8:2 
(2006), pp. 98-113, p. 98. 
 
104 The Turk’. T:TSCC. 21 January 2008. 
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more of a precocious child’.105 Flash forward to the future, we see Goode (using the 

assumed name William Wisher) and resistance leader Derek Reese captured by the 

Skynet Machine Network. Goode confesses, before Derek sets in motion the plan to go 

back and time and kill him, that Skynet was his fault, stemming from his work on the 

Turk. He admits ‘I built a computer. A mind. It became angry. And scared.106 The 

baby-as-monster again highlights elements of displaced emotion and intellectual 

strength. Suddenly what was under control escapes its boundaries. 

  

Displacement of Power 

Parental themes concerning the two Turks can be considered more broadly in relation 

to wider spheres of influence. The issue of power highlights the multiple forces 

directing the creators and the ability of the machines to operate freely. Kemplen and 

Goode’s creations emerge in the gap between institutional power and its enforcement 

within marginal spaces. Both are guarded by technology – an alarm system fitted to 

Goode’s apartment and Kemplen’s robot-soldiers - yet both spaces are susceptible to 

attack. As powerful as each appears, exterior institutions threaten, constrain, or 

acquire the ability of each machine or maker to impact outside chess-play. Like any 

child, the machines need protection and nurturing which is not always achievable. 

Sarah burns down Goode’s home. Kemplen’s machine and abode are surveilled or 

infiltrated, with fatal consequences, by Nicolaieff. The Empress orders Kemplen’s 

machine killed and anti-Skynet forces (the resistance and the Zeira Corporation) 

acquire Goode’s technology. However, the automata workshop and the modern-day 

computer-hacker space where each machine is produced are geographically separate 

from society. The everyday rituals of morning, afternoon, and night lose their hold. 

Symbols of technological civilisation on the one hand, these spaces are often removed 

from civilisation, created away from the gaze of power. Linda Strauss claims that 

typical places for automata include tombs, temples, theatres, stages of magicians, 

laboratories, and labyrinths – all liminal places on the boundary of life and death, the 

natural and artificial, the divine and secular.107 A further distinction can be made 

between such spaces in terms of places of construction or performance. It is only after 

the ‘performance’ or revealing of each machine that they come under threat. It is only 

in their performance that a sense of oversight of human activities is restored, 

connecting each machine to regimes of power through association with royal 

patronage and military-industrial complexes, both closing and confirming their spatial 

separation and their revivals of the past. The re-appearance of the motif of the 

automata workshop in early-twenty-first century television demonstrates the 

underlying continuities underneath the superficial changes. Goode works, upon first 

encounter, at a mobile phone store, uneasily, if not entirely effectively, linking 

                                                 
105 ‘Queen’s Gambit’. T:TSCC. 11 February 2008. 
106 ‘Dungeons & Dragons’. T:TSCC. 18 February 2008. 
107 Linda Strauss, quoted in Wendy Hyman, ‘Introduction’, The Automaton in English Renaissance 
Literature, ed. Wendy Hyman (Farnham: Ashgate, 2011), p. 5, footnote eleven. 
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personal technologies with global communication systems susceptible to attack. 

Changes in appearance cannot hide the shared underlying anxieties represented across 

time frames and spatial scenarios. 

  

Both LJdé and T:TSCC seemingly foreground surface elements of their respective 

machines. Yet, both attract more complex patterns of signification. In LJdé, the box 

hides a military rebel. In the latter, Sarah Connor suggests there is nothing to learn of 

the machine through a detailed look at its internal components. Kempelen’s original 

performances placed great emphasis on the presentational aspects related to 

revelation, openness, and transparency. Through a clever arrangement of mirrors, 

limber occupants, and stagecraft, early shows convinced the audience the machine 

contained only mechanism. In T:TSCC, John Connor asks his mother what the 

machine looked like, what network capabilities and cooling systems it possessed, 

receiving a dismissive answer. Her ‘who cares what it looks like? … just a rack of 

computer equipment’ suggests a pre-existing chain of meaning, the knowledge that 

looking inside will not reveal more information, and a reliance on impact108 rather 

than appearance. Everything necessary for understanding is already on the surface or 

known through the anticipated Judgment Day. For Sarah Connor, it does not matter 

what the machine looks like if they know it will become the murderous Skynet. 

Indeed, in both texts, the exterior of the machines is read, they are surfaces where 

morality and intention play out to an extent. Kemplen’s avatar and his Turk become 

reminders of his death, haunting presences, affirmations of his technical skill and 

defiance of power. In this moment, Kemplen’s devices become statues, not in the 

sense simply of a static structure, but, as Michel Serres suggests, of an item which 

suggests spectacle, horror, repetition, divine mimicry, human cost, and the role of an 

expert in creating a death-machine. This concept of the statue, which both machines 

share, brings together the idea of the Gothic as involving ‘the legacies of the past [or 

future] and its burden on the present; the radically provisional or divided nature of the 

self [seen most visibly in Kempelen’s look-alike statue, but also in Goode’s obsessive 

work]; the construction of peoples or individuals as monstrous or “other”; [and] the 

pre-occupation with bodies that are modified, grotesque or diseased’.109 More so than 

this, Kempelen’s, Kemplen’s and Goode’s devices represent incursions of the other into 

the flow of everyday life – as ‘incorporation of the Outside’ in Cohen’s term,110 and an 

already lurking tendency of modernity.111  

Both Turks in LJdÉ and T:TSCC emblematise the interplay between surface and 

interior. In the case of Kempelen’s machine, Cook notes that ‘dubious authenticity 

                                                 
108 Noel Carroll, quoted in Mittman, ‘Introduction’, Ashgate Research Companion to Monsters and the 
Monstrous, ed. Mittman with Dendle, p. 8. 
109 Catherine Spooner, Contemporary Gothic (London: Reaktion, 2006), p. 8. 
110 Jeffrey Jerome Cohen, ‘Monster Culture (Seven Theses)’, Monster Theory: Reading Culture, ed. Jeffrey 
Jerome Cohen (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1996), p. 7. 
111 See: Martin, Curious Visions, pp. xvi-xvii. 
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defined the object on display – made it curious’.112 Regarding this curiosity, he quotes 

contemporary observer Karl von Windisch’s comment on the absolutism and 

democracy of the Turk’s performance – absolutist since ‘Kempelen alone’ held the 

secret and democratic since all its observers, including any watching Empresses, 

‘ultimately could do no more than offer inconclusive guesses’113 – at least without 

violent incursion into the machine itself. The presentation of the two machines in LJdÉ 

and T:TSCC is equally suggestive of the link between spectacle, commerce, virtuosity, 

and violence seen frequently in the display of monstrous subjects. The chess-

knowledge of the Turk in Andy Goode’s machine is human knowledge displaced as is 

the appearance of Kemplen’s machine. At the computer-chess tournament in T:TSCC, 

the space becomes a haunted house, an attraction, full of strange creatures, seemingly 

constrained by observation and media control, abstracted to the point of absurdity.114 

The winner of the tournament is awarded a military contract which, in addition to the 

looming spectre of Skynet, adds a sense of invading danger. Kemplen’s machine in 

LJdÉ is not viewed by Catherine as equal, but a device to demonstrate her control, 

despite the translation of the action to Russia and Poland significantly diminishing the 

cultural power of the Turk’s Oriental appearance, but still suggestive of exoticism and 

superstition.115 In both cases, states of exteriority are subjugated to power – Empress 

Catherine or the military contractors of T:TSCC – in ceremonial performances. In 

these examinations, or, as Michel Foucault put it, ‘parades’, ‘the “subjects” were 

represented as “objects” to the observation of a power that was manifest only by its 

gaze. They did not receive directly the image of the sovereign body; they only felt its 

effects … on their bodies, which had become precisely legible and docile’.116 After 

undergoing this examination, both Turks are destroyed or subjected to violence. 

Final Moves 

LJdÉ and T:TSCC provide two readings of the Gothic chess-player. Their effects on the 

reader and viewer can be framed through the concept of displacement. Displacement 

highlights the confused temporalities of each object; the performance by each 

machine of aspects formerly located within the realm of human activity outside these 

outdated boundaries; the vampiric tendency of Gothic objects; the nature of the 

Automaton Chess-Player as an intertextual object, constantly made to fit new 

circumstances and represent contemporary anxieties; and the signification of 

otherness. Automata in general, ‘machines in the form of humans and as humans who 

perform like machines … broached the issues of determinism and free will’,117 creating 

an alternative line of thought concerning the application of reason and its visible 

effects. The haunted house of Andy Goode, with its locked room containing the Turk, 

                                                 
112 Cook, Arts of Deception, p. 65. 
113 Ibid., p. 42. 
114 Vidler, Architectural Uncanny, p. 18. 
115 Cook, Arts of Deception., p. 43. 
116 Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish (1979) quoted in Martin, Curious Visions, p. 71. 
117 Simon Schaffer, ‘Enlightened Automata’, The Sciences in Enlightened Europe, eds. William Clark, Jan 
Golinski, & Simon Schaffer (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1999), pp. 126-8. 
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opened by a key kept around his neck, and Kemplen’s secret workshop hide-away, 

demonstrate the tendency of monstrous automata to reside in darkened spaces, 

symbolically away from Enlightened conditions, whilst being products of Enlightened 

cultures. The family dynamic in each text, with Andy and Kemplen as fathers and the 

machines as children, foreground themes of domesticity and a seemingly conservative 

socio-political structure which Sarah Connor and Kemplen try to maintain in the face 

of disruption from the wider forces of Empire, technology, and the military-industrial 

complex. In each case, the re-emergence of the Automaton Chess-Player frequently 

and persistently across time and cultural contexts marks the presence of Gothic 

themes such as monstrosity, hybridism, and the uncanny. The articulation of these 

messages demonstrates the Turk as a cultural-statue able to articulate anxieties, 

collective fears, and persistent cultural nightmares, and an object both ‘way ahead of 

[its] time – time that otherwise seemed to flow at an otherwise sluggish pace’118 and 

‘pre-historic’.119  
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